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BUT MONEY WAS GONE.

A

MOM

OF

WORKING

NOVEL MUNICIPAL STREET
LIGHTING 8YSTEM.
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the autocracy or tne nomanons ana
St Petersburg October
with
Emperor Nicholas lias surrendered and Count Witte comes into power as
in Russia.
uouy, b.uBu.
imperial mandate which will enable him to convert the farcial nat.cnal assembly into a real legislativespeech.
including
free
liberties
by greatly extended suffrage, and to confer upon the people fundamental
Count Witte had spentthe day with
tonight.
six
shortly
before
Petersburg
Thesevelcome tidings reached St.
insisted that certain minor
the emperor at Peterhof going over the draft of the manifesto in which Witte
a friend that the emperor had
tions should be made, and. before taking the train for St. Petersburg he telephoned
accept
affixed his signature and that the imperial mandate, comprising the conditions upon which he hd agreed to
office, was in his pocket. These include freedom ot the press, ngnx ot assemuiy anu immunity
1
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Loss Stated to Be $14,000.
St. Paul. Minn., Oct. 30. At the office of the Northern Express company
it Is said that the amount of money
said to be missing from the express
package is $14.(iuo instead of I25.0UU.
No details are given out.

YELLOW FEVER SCARES
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
-

Indianapolis, Ind... J0ct. 3ur
The
supreme lodge officers of thei"KjiIghts
of Pythias met here today in consulquestion,
the
tation to consider
whether the next biennial convention
of the Supreme Lodge shall be held
in New Orleans or somewhere else.
The prevalence of yellow fever in
Ne w Orleans has caused considerable scare among the members of the
order all over the country and for
some time the question has been agitated whether it would not be better
to change the place for holding the;
convention to gome other city than
to take great and unnecessary risks
by holding the convention in New Orleans. It is maintained that New Orleans cannot, possibly, guarantee that
there will be no yellow fever epidemic in that city next year and as
such an eventuality 1s decidedly possible, it would be necessary to change
the convention to some other city
ew Oranyway. The citizens of
leans will strongly opjKise the plan
of changing the place of the conven-ion- ,
$40,001) having already been subscribed to the fund for the entertainment of the visitors and the people
in charge of the entertainment are
determined to make a hard fight in
order to prevent a change in the program.
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TWO, DOCTORS

EIGAGP

IN FISTIC ENCOUNTER

.

DRY DOCKS

DAY OF DEEPEST GLOOM HAS

Only

Cossacks
Guarded-Infa- ntry

Troops
Remain Faithful-Ot- her
Won't Fire on People.

Petersburg, Oct. 30. The city
continues outwardly cairn, but there is
a most intense excitement beneath
the surface. The strike committee
continues to restrain the peopft, this
being considered the best means of
attaining the end in view.
The committeemen know that an
open collision would force a show of
hands. Tne army, they say. Js being
gradually won over to the people's
cause. Only the Cossacks are abso
lutely faithful to the existing regime.
guard regiment,
The Isiuailsvsky
which was rejKirted disaffected during the troubles of last winter, is
now reported to have refused to do
guard duty, and to be confined to
their barracks, surrounded by Cossacks. Investigation by a representative of the Associated Press, however, railed to confirm this. The city
reis filled by false and sene.tMonal
ports set afloat by the revolutionists.

FRIGHTFUL WRECK WITH LOSS OF
CALIFORNIA

LIMITED

One of caped Injury did thuir utmost for the

Rain was falling, and
the fastest regular trains on the Santa unfortunates.
this added to the hardships of the
Fe, the California Umited, which left victims.
Chicago last night for the wesl, was
The fact that the wreck occurred
ditched one mile east of Sheffield, Mo., in a narrow cut. which was completesix miles from the business center of ly blocked b ytho demolished cars,
e

i

made the difficulties of rescue even
more serious. While some cars were
telescoped, others crashed Into the
granite walls that formed the cut and
were crushed into kindling wood.
Albuquerque Woman on Train.
MUs Sadie Leavltt, of the high
scnooi i.ictuiiy. received a dlpatcn
this afternoon from her mother, w ho
was on her way to Albuquerque on
which was
i.ianta- Fe limited trjin
wrecked at Sheffield, Mo., today. The
telegram stated that Mrs. Leavitt escaped unkurt
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Dockage.
MOST

CONSIDERED

are discharging their rifles in the air.;
Crowds are tearing down
Russian ' Washington, D. C, Oct. 30.
The
flags, which were displayed by order Navy
to
ask
Department
has
decided
of the police.
for no additional dry dock construction at the New York Navy Yard. It
ARISTOCRACY
LEAVING
CITY OF MOSCOW. has been found after a thorough inWarsaw. Oct. 30. A telegram re- vestigation that there is no room at
ceived from Moscow says that the the yard where a dock could be
strikers have destroyed the licit rail pkiced, and it is believed that the
road and two houses, one belonging limit of the yard in Its development
to the governor. Thousands of the as jl repair and construction station
wealthy inhabitants of Moscow are has been reached. The dry dock proleaving the city by every and any visions, Lierefoie, will be made in
oiher directions.
means available.
The officers on duty at the navy
REPORTED MUTINY AMONG
yards have, in nearly all cases, this
SAILORS OF BLACK SEA FLEET. year, recommended the construction
Odessa, Oct. 30. Persistent rumors of new dry docks, and at some places,
are incirculation here mat the crews such as Boston, there has just been
of the vessels composing the Black completed a dock.
It is likely that
Sea fleet, mutinied on arriving at Secretary I'onaparte wi'.l be asked to
hamson, on tho coast of Asia .Minor, urge congress to provide new dry
killed Admirals I!iii!eff and Choakcn, docks at Puget Sound. Vah., naval
and s tiled back to Sevastopol, having station, at tli Pensacola. Fla., navy
hoisted revolutions flags. It. is impos- yard, at the San Juan. P. R., naval
sible to verify theso rumors.
nation, and the B;.s!on navy yard.
There Is no disimsition just at pres- Miil
to do much at San Juan. All t lie
MOST REMARKABLE
facilities of the government are being
(!
FAILURE ON RECORD
vo:td to the develponsent of the nia-- j
but
later, of
Hon a' Guantanamo,
Pifti-bu- r
Pa., Oct.
The Pot course, there will he more particular!
attention pabl to the Porto R'can sta-- l
today said:
"If every penny of the luo per cent t ii whih is necessarilytheconsidered'
establish-- '
assessed against the stock of t be of less importance than
Kmcrprise National bank is paid, the mem at Guantanamo.
depositors will not get more than ten
ceut on the dollar That is the opin- NEWSPAPER MEN ARE
PLAYERS OF GOLF CAME.
oijicials at
ion of the government
The golf playNew York, Oct. 3o.
Washington, to whom the corps of fed- cral experts ut work he.re on the ing newspapermen of this city art! to
be found in full t Jt t e on the "finks of
bank's condition have reported.
"Startling facts as to the extent of the Fox Hills Cli.'.i of Clifton, Staten
Depart- Island, today, w ;ere the qualifying
the fal.ure have developed.
York
ment officials brand it as the 'worst rounds for the Hoston-Neare being played
wreck on record.' Not only does it match oi' tonr-woappear that every asset of the innsti-tutio- to. lay. The. fi'iuls will be played towas borrowed or stolen, but morrow. Ui iiles that match there
of will be an open handicap match for
that through the
notes and securities the bank owes rii"iiibers of any newspaper golf club
In the I'tiited States.
in excess of everything It ever had."
'
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OF SHOOTING. AS
TOLD BY EYE WITNESS.
f
A well known
man
lno.iness
Winslow, who was In the Parlor saloon at the time of the tragedy, ar.

ADMIRAL TRAIN SHOOTS CHINESE

injuring her. Hundreds of villages
the officers,
thereupon
surrounded
took away their guns and knocked the
admiral down in t ho mud, and held
the lieutenant as hostage.
Forty American marines landed as
a rescue nartv and were abliged to
fire tw ice on the Chinese mob before
thev acconuillshcd their purpose. The
Chinese officials refused to restore the
ani supixirted the villagers in
thujr attack.

had.

j

rived In the city this morning from
the west and spent the day here. For
reasons best known t ) himself, he did
not desire to have his name mentioned
in connection with the affair, but he
told a Citizen reporter the particulars
of the shooting.
He said that Pemberton went into
the saloon early in the evening and
commenced to play roulette. He lost
heavily, and finally ran out of money.
He lefi tho saloon and went to his
own place or huwness, the wigwam
fcaloon, and secured $D0.
The men in
the saloon noticed that Pemberton
had been drinking heavily, and tried
to persuade him Dot to return to the
I anoi natoou.
n v am iiw use, iiuve
ever, ana no iun, remarking wnu an
oath, "that ho would either come back
with ftime money or he wouldn't come
back at all."
When he entered the Parlor saloon
again, he walked up to the whevl at
which Walter Darling was dealing,
and commenced to play again. He In- sisted on playing $3 on the numbers,
but was told that $2 was the limit.
This angered him, and with an oath
at
he drew his revolver and shot
Darling, the bullet going through the
Hauler's sleeve and embeddiag Itself
is the wall back of him. The saloon

E

was lull at the time, it being just
twenty minates till 8 o'clock.
CJty Marshal Giles was standing
near the table at the time, and as
Pembertan went to fire at Darling
again, he stepped up, and laying- - his
hand on his arm, said: "Let's don't
have any fight in here, Pete." Terribly enraged at tue interference of the
marshal, IVmberton wheeled around,
and like a flash emptied bis gun into
the officer's abdomen at close range,
causing almost instant death. As
Giles staggered back he drew his own
weapon and emptied every chamber
before he dropped dead. His aim NEEDED DRAINAGE
was poor, and Pemberton escaped
without, a scratch.
FORJCRIPPLE CREEK
In the meant line everybody in the
'
Denver, Colo., Oct. 30.
The serisaloon was hunting cover and Darous
problem of draining the Cripple
ling ran around the table and jumped
over the bar to secure his gun. Be- Creek mining district Is to be solved
fore he got it, Pemberton ran out of by the construction of a big drainage
the back door of the saloon and gave tunnel. For some time the mines in
tho Cripple Creek district have been
himself up to Constable Kellehan.
hampered by the large amount of
SHERIFF REFUSES TO PUT
water which flowed Into the lower
PEMBERTON IN JAIL. workings of the
various mines. Some
The constable at once turned his of the mines were compelled to inprisoner over to Sheriff Houck of stall pumping works to enable them
Winslrrw.
The sheriff did not place to continue work In the lower parts of
Pemberton In Jail, but took him to their works. With the increasing
bis home where he is guarding him. depth of the shafts the difficulties
Houck has pledged himself (o be per- caused by the intfiw of water befectly responsible for the prisoner. came greater than the drainst efues-tioThis action on the part of tho sheriff
became more serious every day.
in showing Pemberton so much favor ruially tue owners oi' Hie principal
is because of a peculiar state of cir- mines decided t ) eniu'oy an expert
cumstances.
engineer lo report upon some plan
About three months ago, Pemberton for draining the district,
is
which
accompanied Sheriff Houck to Canon about three miles wide and three and
Diablo, near Winslow, to capture two
f
long.
It lies west of
miles
nun wh i had held up the Climax sa- the town of Cripple Creek, bordering
loon In Winslow the night before and on the ity limits and taking in the
escaped with a large sum .f money. towns of Victor, Klkton, IndependThe officers came uiMin the bandis ence, Globe Hill, Altman and Cam- very suddenly and a fight ensued. eron.
One of the robbers was In the act
D. W. liiunt'in. the engineer em-- !
of killing the sheriff, who had emptied ployed by the initio owners, reported
his gun, when Pemberton shot- and in favor of a tunnel, which would
killed the robber, thus saving Houck's drain the district to a depth of over
It is because of the apprecialife.
3,00(1 feet, and would penult the marin keting of enormous bodies of. low
tion of Pembenon's brave deed
saving his life, tiiat the sheriff will grade ores from a great depth. Durj not
allow the murderer to be taken ing the year IH04 Cripple Creek disto jail.
trict produce! IIH.'joO.ouo In gold.
Doth the dead marshal ami Pemberton havo many friends in Winslow, AUTOMOBILE ENGINES
FOR FIRE PURPOSES.
anil the sentiment is abitit evenly
Manchester, N. H., Oct. 3o.
divided.
The
International
Company has
CORONER'S JURY
lwer
CALLS IT MURDER. takeu over the Amoskeag Fire EnA coroner's Jury wn" empaneled
gine Company of this city and w ill use
to inquire Into the tragedy. It the plant for the manufacture of aureturned a verdict that Marshal Giles tomobile fire engines.
The Intercame to his death as the result of a national Power company has built two
gunshot wound Inflicted at the hands such engines, one in use in lloston,
of one Pete Pemberton, with murder- tho other m Newark.
The engines
ous intent. The verdict of the Jury have proved so successful, thai tho
and the remarks made by Pemberton company has decided to go extensiveJust previous to the shooting, make ly into the manufacture of this type
it look rather (bad for the prisoner, of engines. D. A. Hurt, formerly manPemberton was for years a cowboy ager of the l.ft France Fire Kngine
of that section, but recently has had company, has been appoiuted manager
charge of the gambling In the Wig of the automobile fire tngise departwain saloon.
ment of the company.
.
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WOMAN AND GETS INTO TROUBLE

Special to The Cltlren.
Winslow, Ariz., Oct. 30. A shooting
affray took place in the Par. or saloon
Saturday night in which George J.
Giles, night marshal, was killed alPete Pemberton, a
most instantly.
gambler, and Walter Darling, who was
running the roulette tabie, quarrelled
over a bet and Pemberton threatened
to kili him, at the same time drawing
his pistol. Giles then stepped up to
the table and said to Pemberton,
"Don't do that, Pete, we are ail
friends." Pemberton then turned and
said: "I will kill four or five of you
fellows," and then shot Giles four
times through the body.
Giles got his gun after he had been
shot a couple of times and fired four
times, but as lie was fatally wounded, his aim was bad. Pemberton then
shot at Darling, but missed him and
then lacked out the back door. He
afterwards gave himself up to the
constable.
Giles died within a few minutes af- ter being shot. The coroner's Jury
rendered a verdict Sunday morning- to
the effect that the killing was done
with murderous intent. The preliminary examination will bo held to
morrow and he will nave to wail until
next October for a trial 4u the district court. Giles was considered one
of the best night officers Wins.ow

IN

THIS AFTERNOON.
t
Claiming, so It is alleged, that Dr.
E. N. Wilson had
stolen a patient
from him, Dr. K. L. Hust this afternoon at about 4 o'clock, proceeded to
administer a thrashing to that physician, and for several minutes pedestrians on Railroad avenue were treated to: rather an exciting fistic encounter.
The two professional men met In
front of the N. T. Armljo 'huildtnK.
and at once were at it, hammer and
tongs. Both men were more or
lesft bruised, but neither suffered
Injury. The prompt Interference of Constable James 'Smith, who
separated the men, prevented a finish
fight.
Constable Smith placed both Dr..
Hust and Dr. Wilson under arrest, and
each put up a cash bond of $10 for
his appearance in court tomorrow
morning to answer to the charge of
disturbing the peace.

i

Night Marshal Shot and Instantly Killed by Drunk' '
en Gambler Who Was Fighting Over
Game of Roulette.

r

E. N. WILSON
EXCITING BAT-TLRAILROAD
AVENUE

PRINCIPALS
ON

IN SALOON AT WINSLOW

Almost Every Yard is Asking

GUANTANAMO

London, Oct. ,1o. A dispatch to the
Evening Standard
from Shanghai.
says that Hear Admiral Train, com
mander-in-Chie- f
Ameriacn-Aaiatlof the
squadron, an. I bis son. Lieutenant Train, have i een the victims
of a savage a'tack by Chinese outside of Nankin.
pheasant
Th
Americans were
shooting, when the admiral accidentally shot a Chines woman, klishtly

R. L. HUST AND

f

'

Muscovy Being Deserted.
St.

FATAL SHOOTING AFFRAY

ARE

NEEDED FOR NAVY

BROODED OVER RUSSIA'S CAPITAL

CHILDRENS' BRANCH OF
LOUISVILLE LIBRARY.
Special
Louisville. Ky., Oct. 3d.
exercises In honor of the opening of
the children's branch of the Louisville free public lihrary were held
this noon at the rooms of the First
Several of the
Christian church.
trustees spoke, and W. F. Yust, the
librarian, gave a shoijl talk on library
work.
At the conclusion of Ihe exercises the children's room of the li- COSSACKS GUARD INFANTRY
brary was opened for inspection by
SUSPECTED OF DISLOYALTY.
the public. The children's library
Oct. 3(1. It is Impossible,
Odessa,
will be open every day from 2 to 6 even apprnxiniatt ly, to state the numo'clock In the afternoon and on Sat- ber or victims of yesterday's rioting.
urday from 10 a. in. to t p. in.
A number of encounters between the
people and Cossacks took place, but
SPEED TEST IN ADDING
how
to
AND LISTING CHECKS. the authorities reluseinjured.state
The inOne of the many were killed or
New York. Oct. 30.
d ubtful,
novel features of the rUisiness Show fantry, whose dis'mya'ty is
Is kept in the barracks under Coseventhis
Garden
at Madison Square
ing will be a speed and accuracy con- sack guard.
test in adding and listing cancelled POLICE PUT UP FLAGS .
checks on adding and listing maWHICH PEOPLE PULL DOWN.
chines. Five hundred checks will be
Lodz, Oct. 30. The situation here
used and there will be two prizes
awarded to t lie operators making the grows worse hourly. The Infantry,
when ordered to tire upon Tiie people,
beat showing.

Kansas City.
were
At least thirteen persons
injured, many
killed and twenty-livseriously. The wreck occurred in a
cut while the train was running fifty
miles an hour, and was caused by the
Khrea.linir of the rails. Wreckage was
atid
piled lii.'ii. and the passenger
meml.er of the train crew were
buried beneath it.
Sickening Picture Presented.
The relief train wag delayed in ar- .
riving at the scene, and in the niean-mm- (hot of tbt passengers who

BOOKS

New York, Oct. 3i. The municipal
lighting of public structures will he
commenced tonight. When
dark
ness closes on about the "New Williamsburg bridge, its thousands ot
electric lights will be made to shine
for the first time by an electric current generated at tho city's incineration plant and where tons of refuse
HOUR'
THE
OF
gathered by the department of street
COUNT WITTEF, THE "MAN
cleaning will bn used as fuel.
The
THE MAX WHO HAS BEEN APPOINTED PREMIER. AND UPON plan will save the taxpayers thousTHE
AS
TURNED
ARE
WORLD
WHOLE
OF
THE
EYES
THE
VHOl
ands of dollars every year.
'MAN OF THE HOUR IN RUSSIA.
STOCKHOLDERS IN BANK
MAY INSPECT BOOKS.
!
C 4
I
I
J I
rrc
c
r OVlcf
rr
xne
uiu
Washington, Oct. 30. On deciding
minister-preside- nt
tho case of J. W. Guthrie vs. H. U
Harkness. the supreme court of tho
United States today decided that a
stockholder in a national bank is encivil
titled to, inspect the books of the
bank The case arose In connection
with the Commercial National bank
of Ogden, Utah, of wiilcS" Harkness
modificaof, the stock. He Was
owned one-fiftdenied the right of Inspection.
The
supreme court of the state decided
in favor of his contention, and that
decision was affirmed today.
Tho
opinion was delivered by Justice Day.

SEALS WERE INTACT,

i Helena, .Mont., Oct. an. the con
tents of a 25,Otio express package
AND
sent from Hamilton, Mont., to New
COMBAT liETWEEN THE MOUNTED GUAKDIANS OF ARISTOCRACY
York, are missing, and detectives are PEOPI.K IN THR OL'AY NhAK THE AU.M IKAl. V, Al ST. PE TEHJ3UU KG.
trying to discover what became of the
money. The seals were unbroken
.
when the package arrived in New
30.--ToniYork.

MUST SEE

Boston, Oct. 3H Yesterday's investigations have satisfied the police that
the victim of the "suit case" tragedy
was Susan Geary, a clioHis girl. Morris Naihau, to whom the girl was engaged, is being he.d at Pittsburg
pending further Investigations.
As
only a skilled surgeon could have dissected the body in the manner in
which It was done, the poliro are endeavoring to find the doctor whom the
girl consulted shortly before her
death.

-

PRINCE LOUIS WILL VIEW
AMERICAN BATTLESHIPS.
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 30. Two battle-snidivisions of the North Atlantic
fleet,
under command of Rear Admiral Kobley D. Evans, sailed from
Hampton Road
at 6 o'clock this
morning, anil at 8:40 were reported
from Cape Henry as proceeding up the
Chesapeake bay for Annapolis, where
they go to prepare for a reception to
the British North Atlantic squadron,
under command of Prince l.ouis, of
Hattenberg, which Is due at Annapo
lis in the next few days.

30,

as Fuel For

'.'iVi

According to
the Norfolk
navy yard, the cruiser West Virginia.
at 10 o'clock this morning was fifty
A
miles south or Cape. Hatteras.
strong northeast wind and heavy seas
prevailed. She was not expected to
make the cape for ten hours.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct.

UTILIZE

Electrical

. Norfolk. Va., Oct. 3i.
a wireless message at

LIFE ON
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City Garbage

V

MORE MONEY MISSI D BY EXPRESS
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SENATOR A.

Pbllht4 Dill; end Weekly by
The Citizen Publishing Com pan)
aCntarad

Pout office for
through thi
mailt aa eeconl elaaa mattar.

A

Very Interesting Letter to a Prominent Citizen of

Tucson, Arizona, on Important

Nh(frfl Labe l

EKING CrT.UZJIX.

MONDAY,i OCT. 30, 1905.

WHAT'S THE USE

BEVERIDGE

WRITES ON JOINT STATEHOOD

at

"u

J.

FA'

EXPERIMENTING
With unknown medicines when you
can just as asl!y get Hotetter's. It
has 52 year-- ' record of cures back
of if, and Is lidnc taken by most everybody whoso siuimicri Is weak or
bowels constipated.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
,

Subject.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

HAYGODD

b

The Cleaner

Montezuma Trust Co.

all your CARPET,
and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 25 cents per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
311 North Seventh Street 31 1
do

Will

HOUSK5

Sno;il;l lie your choice, too, because It
will cure y hi. Try a bottle for IndiThe following Interesting letter was zona the Great." are men of all par- gestion, Dyspepsia,
or
Heartburn
recently received liy one of Tucson's ties. K:r this is not a partisan mat- Crarr.pt, Poo- Appetite, or Insomnia,
atteclatad Prau Afternoon Dltpatchea.
pioneer citizens from Senator Albert ter. All who think upon this questlou and be convinced.
Largeat City and Coynty Circulation,
The LargMt Nfw Mnico Circulation,
J. Heveridge, tiip eloquent, forensic must renien.';ier that this Is an affair
targtst Northern Arirona Circulation speaker of the United States senate of nil the ages. For when "Arizona
Ini-- ,
X z- -z
X Z Z X
z z
from the stale of Indiana, which Is the (Jreat" Is admitted, she will be
nl
She will be as immortal as'
every
ninrf
perusal
eareful
of
worthy
the
8. T. VANN, O. O.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
M
citizen of Arizona, says the Tucson the nation is immortal. Once a state
TOPICS
TFRRITflRIAI.
Eyesight Specialist.
kntilr by mall, ore yeer in advance
a
v
always a state, other laws can lie reStar.
resident of New Mexico Hoard of
6C
PaOj br mail, one worth
law can never be re- V
30.
but
pealed,
Sept.
tha:
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
Optometry.
jTaektr by aaail. on year
f.tt
Other
modified.
x First established
z -z-z
optician in Now
My Dear Sir I am Informed that pealed, nor even
before
the
t hat are pressing
problems
you are working effectively for "Arifor poor signr.
fitted
Mexico.
Glasses
pally by Carrier, 60c per month zona the Great." Will you permit me minds of men will be solved and their
nervous
strain.
and
eadache
by other prob- NEW ARIZONA
r
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Ap
to commend your stand and congratu- places will be taken
soTira ftvrnmno Cirrnta will ba rlelirered in th.
POSTOFFICE ESTABLISHED. pointments made at vann's arug
you upon your advocacy of this lems still more pressing, but the
late
fty at tha km rata of 20 cent par week, or for 6t great
A postoffti'e bas been established at
of statehood,
cause. I venture to predict lution cf the question
store.
penta par month, whan raid monthly.
when it Is worked out, will be as Wendendale, Yuma county, Arizona, to
that In all your life you never bave fixed
every
I
a
Harrlsburg,
and
ask
flag
six
itself.
be
from
as
served
the
done and never will do anything upon'
Harry B.
JUwtlBlng Rates Made Knowe on Application which, your efforts in Iieliair or sucn mnn and woman in Arizona to re- half miles to Hie south.
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That puts you on the safe
side without a doubt. It
gives you the best fuel
for furnace or grate.
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Result
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FOR YOUR WIFE

$0

2

A

0
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Down-- $I
PRESENT

THAT WILL GROW

SEND US YOUR ADDRESS

AND WE WILL DRIVE YOU OVER THE PROPERTY.

A

PERFECT ABSTRACT

OF TITLE WITH EVERY DEED.
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AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1905
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RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts,

0

PRESENT YOUR WIFE ON CHRISTMAS MORNING WITH A CONTRACT FOR ONE OF THOSE BEAUTIFUL
RESIDENCE LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION ON THE HIGHLANDS, AND YOU WILL
SEE THE HAPPIEST WOMAN IN ALBUQUERQUE. IT MEANS THE STARTER FOR A HOME OF HER
OWN SOMETHING BESIDES RENT FOR HER TO LOOK FORWARD TO. CALL
AT THE
OFFICE OR

0

0

0

CHRISTMAS

0

0

0
0

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 32.10M.C0

33,509.00

Deposits,

Cash and Exchange,

0

$1,191,220.39

--

1,340,015.50

Total,

1

LIABILITIES

3

$ 285,030.28
-

-

-

0

I

200,090.00

3

2,470,928.21

0
1

1,663,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

0

$2,955,958.49

0

$uuretiy IimvesHmeinit Co
GROTON SCHOOLS
TEACH GARDENING

child's garden is 10x10 feet. The Village Improvement Society furnishes
the tools and pays the salary of a
director. All other supplies are furnished, most of the seed from the
of Aglculture at Washington; all that is expected of the children Is to work In the garden. The
director tells how and when to plant
and provides a good rotation of crops.
Turnips, carrots, cabbages are planted after radishes, lettuce and peas are
done.
The children have enough in
their gardens to Biipply their families'
with vegetables and to sell some, If
not to keep some for winter.
There Is nothing like a garden, says
Every normal child
the director.
loves It. Back to nature is the tendency of the times, according to Prof.
Bniley again. We must tome into
contaot witli actual things, not with
museums and collections. The Ideal
museum Is the
Itself, and
the most workable museum or laboratory of any dimension Is the school
garden. The time Is coming has
come with some schools when such
a laboratory will become as much a
part of a good school equipment as
blackboards and charts.
The practical school garden Is a
coming institution.
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TERMINATION
OF HUNTING PARTY

HEALTH EXERCISES

COLORED DRIVER, HENRY BELL,
ACCIDENTALLY
.SHOOTS AND

8
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The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous
Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone, No. 82.

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

Fast

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Bervlce.
Steam.hlp tlcketa to all
at Torrance, N M., with the m Paso tr

puungu

"Jnjjrtt

Connection

' of8!;

.

ttnt,?

1

to handling of passengers and frelchL

-

Your bastnesi respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
B. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pre, and Oen. Mgr.
Aaat. to Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBBRT. Asst. Secj. and Treaa.
p LTNQ
City Frt. and Pass. Art
Tr.....hJ?IV8SX5'
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, n7m.
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HER FREEDOM

Cheap Bales
ACCOUNT

In

MEETING

E Paso Teias

AMERICAN

.J. C.

3 PAIN- TCovers more, looks best, wear
longest, most economical, full
measure.

EUILDINO PAPER
Always
toek
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
p.1n ., ni . o..k
BMU WWII, VUO.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Albuquerque

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Foundry and

roars
rounary

on Mining

mnd Mill

east sine or railroad track.

Brewing Ass'n

St. Louis,, l'. S. A.

Orders I'ro:m,t,y Fi:!.t by
Corkti

r

Tim

Capped

Chas.

V.

Ktinz, Distributor, Albutiuc rqut, N. M.

S

'

Machinery a Specialty

Albuquerque. N. at.
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CARRIAGE

J.

H.

O'Rielly

&

Co's Emancipation Act

Will

Free Thousands

causes nervousness,
sleeplessness.
Iicachaches, buckacnes, distress after
eating, luried tongue, ami general
wt akiiess and debility.
f
Min na Is not a mere temporary
for Indigestion, but
a
posii!e
M tnedy IVr all
tomach troubles,
good
digestion, stimulating
tin- secretions and restoring health.
.1.
l;
II O Iticlly k company to
show you Hie guutantee under which
A liri;o box of the
oraan at'ci ano'lur
affected, uu'i! tiny sell
.".u
t.i .'ets sell for
the heart, lunus. ki Ineys and liv
cciiis. III co.iiS
P.- lr.dJgc-liounles.--, it cures.
i:i t bin
wi.l
all
itno.vid.

No one appreciates better than tbe
victim of indigestion thai he Is an abject slave to bis s'omarti, and Mr .1.
II. O'Klelly, in guaranteeing ihat
will streiiKtlii-the stomach so
that you can eat what you want and
when you want i'. removes all fear of
fiinher bondage.
The stomach is ' 'he body wha'
lie house, and
the foundation is
when it in we.iLci.cl r diseased, one
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TRIMMING
PAIRING

AND RE--

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING

AMERICAN SLAVES
h

M.

Machine Works

HALL, Rroprlotor
Iron and Braaa Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;
BabbU MeU1; Coluu,na aod ,ron
Bullai'ngs

gla-se-

Anheuser-Busc-

Agent

RALni?mm?

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

Ivlt!

It always tastes the same.

CONGRESS

NATIVK AND CHICAGO LUMBER

r,.l

Beers"

MINING

H. S. LUTZ,

Taste the Test

J'oU-liM-

8

Dates of sale November 13. 14 and 15. final limit will be
November
25; If desired, an extension of return limit can
be obtained by d
Posit of ticket with joint agent nd payment
5e before
November 16, limit to be extended to December of25.
Call at ticket office
particulars.
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November 14H to 18H

f
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& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.
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KILLS HIMSELF.
Henry Bell, colored, for a long time
Janitor of the Crockett building, met
death In a sudden and awful manner
Saturday morning, says the LaB Vegas
to Plant
Optic. He had driven Mrs. I. K.
Lewis and daughter, young Ike Lewis
and Fred Logan to Vegoso lake on a
WHAT AND HOW TO CULTIVATE
duck hunting expedition. After reaching the lake, the boys alighted from
the carriage and remained on one sine
Guy E. Mitchell, of the National Irof the lake, while the driver, with
the ady and her daughter in the bugrigation association, sends out quite
gy, started to drive o the other side.
an interesting account of the Groton
When the carriage had reached a
School gardens. Mr. Mitchell says:'
point almost opposite them the boys
Groton town begins its training
were startled by the report of Bell's
with the extremely young mind. Not
shot gun and by seeing the ladies
v"
I .r
J 4 A
the least interesting of Its educational
fall from the carriage.
Tiiey niaue
"work and 'which Is destined perhaps
all speed to reach the horses. They
to produce greater effects upon modsaw Bell sitting erect In the buggy.
ern educational systems than even
his eyes open, his hands on the reins,
the famous Groton "prep" school for
As the boys checked the horses Bell
Harvard, are the Groton school garfell over on one side. They then eaw
dens. These have already gained some
the blood in the vehicle and though
fame and their results are enthusithe first thought was that the ladles
astically spoken of.
had been shot, they soon saw that the
A
COMPANION
CHRISTAS
THE
Mind development and mind training
man was dead. Mrs. Lewis and her
may be accomplished as well 4iy
MAS GIFT.
daughter were found almost In a faint
means of the study of farm crops as
ing condition.
They could give no
Can you think of a gift more cer- further Information about the accident
of the dead languages. The study of
Greek, says Prof. Bailey of Cornell, tain to .be acceptable than a year's than that Bell, as he was driving, was
Is a no more proper means of edu- subscription to the Youth's Compan- holding his shot gun between his
cation than Is. the study of Indian ion? Is there any one, young or old, kftntm, th iuuzzl& ..pointing to.wa.rds
corn the mind may be developed by who, having once1 had the paper
him. They were terrified by the sud- hands, and looked through it, did 'Uen snot and the drivers gasping
means cf either one and classics
and calculus are no more educational not wish to possess it for his very exclamation and half fell, half helped
own? It is a gift, which, far from themseives out or tne carriage.
than are machines and potatoes.
The school garden work at Groton losing Its freshness as Christmas reAn examination of the body showed
begins with fhe simple things which cedes into the ipast, grows more de- that the fill charge of No. 4 shot had
MOVEMENT NO. 4.
enlightful,
more necessary to one's
naturally interest a childish mind,
entered Bell's neck under the chin,
and the first thing they know the joyment week by week.
ranging upwards. Dr. Mills, who was nose.Bend at the waist, forward, endeavoring to touch the knees wllh the
Then bend backward as far as you can without toppling over.
youngsters are learning while they
The Iwy likes it, for It reflects in Its called as soon as the body was brought
This will make you pretty red. or even purple, and muat lx done slowthtnk they are playing. Then In the pages every boyish taste and every to town, said that death" must have ly, and
not Immediately after eating. After a time, however, the necesnext step the Interest In the work fine boyish aspiration. The father been Instantaneous.
While no one
takes hold of them and they begin to likes it, not only for Us fiction, 'but will ever be able to say Just how the sary lltheuess will be acquired.
feel a pride and proprietorship In do- for its fund of Information of the accident occurred, It Is believed that
ing things and accomplishing results practical sort. The girl likes It for the hammer Btruck against the seat
which grown up people do. The won- the stories, anecdotes, sketches and with enough force to discharge the
der of the. creative Idea gets hold of editorial articles, printed in each num- gun. The gun was still In the carthe children. They plant a seed In ber, especially for her. The mother riage when the boys came up. There
the spring. It comes up, begins to likes It for Its stories of domestic can be no doubt that the shoptlng was
.j;row, enlarges rapidly, and before life and family affection, for its chil- accidental, and the result of the care, FAMOUS WOMAN, HEAD OF HUMBERT SWINDLERS, MAY SOON BE
they have time to get tired. It Is ripe dren's page and for its medical ar- lessness of the driver in holding his
LIBERATED.
gun.
and ready to harvest and eat. They ticle.
$1
.75,
subOn receipt of
the yearly
Bell was about forty. five years of
have made it. It is the product of
Paris, Oct. 30.
Mine. Therese
scription price, the publishers send age. He leaves a wife in the city and
their work.
If it is a wonderful thing to the to the new subscriber all the remain- a daughter in school In Missouri. De. Humbert, convicted for one of the
mature mind that man can bend the ing Issues of the Companion for 1905 cease was a well.llked, industrious greatest swindles of modern times,
for and honest man, who had lived in the Is said to be seriously ill In the prison
forces of nature to his intelligent and the "'Minutenjcn" calendar
will and plant and reap, that out of lUHfi, lithographed in twelve colors city for many years.
at Rennes. Friends ami her creditors
gold.
the same ground will spring a dozen and
will draw up a jetltlon asking for her
Full illustrated
announcement of
different crops, all useful and beauDon'i Borrow Trouble.
believing she will be able to
tiful, how much more amazing must the new volume for 19ufi will be sent
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything, parole,
It be to the youthful, growing mind. with sample copies of the paper to but the
you can possibly repav most of her creditors when she
thing
And this idea of the plant and the any address free.
borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore, regains her liberty.
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
'harvest, of in reality making the
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
144 Berkeley street.
Boston, Mass. pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
things which are good to eat, which
The Humbert Affair.
will satisfy hunger and sustain life, is
Twenty years ago. far away, a genness, Bright' disease, and similar In
M.,
Bayard.
N.
Fort
23,
Oct.
1905. ternal disorders, dont sit down and tleman named Uobt. Crawford, has an
strongly embedded in the human
for brood over your symptoms,
breast. 1 needs only to be intelli- Sealed proposals in triplicate,
fly for epileptic fit. He Is an American, likefurnishing
material and constructing relief to Electric Bitters. but
gently awakened and fostered, and
you wise a millionaire. He sulfers alone.
Here
ttie great success of the school garden Addition to Officers' Infirmary here will find sure and permanent forget No one will attend dim in his agony.
11
be
m.,
will
a.
received until
Nov. fulness of all your troubles, and your He will expire? No; at the last mowork all over the country shows the
tremendous importance of this kinil 27, 191)5, and then opened. Proposals body will not be burdened by a load of ment a short, stout, plain little woman
fur
or
entire work
for construction, debt disease. At all druggists. Price appears. She fears neitner the conof education.
sep- 50c.
To men who have never watched plumbing, heating, and lighting,
vulsions nor ttie millionaire.
She
Guaranteed.
w
ill
arately,
be considered. ' 17. S. reanything grow, have never assisted in
o nurses Hoi it. Crawford, who recovers
right
any
serves
accept
or reject
I
to
PAY THE HIGHEST
its production, it may never in all
CASH and returns
to his ilcar America.
all proposals, or any part thereof. PRICE
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD Tin re lie dies and his nurse becomes
thrlr existence have occurred that life or
containing
Envelopes
proposals TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU bis heiress.
is sustained from the soil, and that
.
every man can provide his own sus- should be endorsed "I'roixxsaU for Ad- SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSO
Millions upon millions of francs, all
adInfirmary,"
dition to Officers'
m.mic. thi:ki:sk nrMni:iiT.
CIATION
114 in cue lari inin sale!
TICKET OFFICE,
tenance frum the ground.
The re.vanl
At Groton the average size of the dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Q. M. WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
for faithfulness and skill In nursing. suspicion then Invest igat Ion. A
short,
It is a romance.
Also there la ,i
t')in, plain little woman, smiling conThey
two villains.
are the fidently throughout it all. An open
tX'piKus of .that csicemeil Robert. safe, a worthless paper, a button and
They dispute tne wrl and refuse a a sou.
No Hob!. Crawford.
No
compromise.
nephews. No epileptic fit. No llum-t'oriIn Paris is rejoicing.
There is ;ui
extravagant and a most deligiiif.il
A search, a trial, a conviction, anil
hostess. She Is a short, stout, plain a short,
plain Hub- woman lanlittle woman. And then' in a ch'inn-ln- ! guishes insiout.
prison.
in
family
short,
six
Humberts.
I A'
taste is the infallible sign of
Hare flowers, jsllstenjnn Jewels, shinWards of Pneumonia.
ing silver also gin-Ione room.
Important, stands t.!e safe, cl sed by All coughs, colds and pulmonary comtne powr of the hw. All, what of plaints that are curable aie quickly
It demonstrates the use of the very best liarley-Malt- ,
cruelty in tln.se nephews! Hut there cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
highest grade liohcmi-is
Hops, special culture
much of ?:r.iantry among Die Clears
the phlegm, draws out Inflami n Is. they
pay.
l'owe: l !l
Yeast and thoroughly tillered Water.
The best
they mal-loans and raise
their mation, and heals and soothes the afKor oon taete will be con- fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
tasting beer is
ff 'I'm"
fusion to the nephews, and the safe wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
pleasant to take. Sold by all drugwill tie onened.
Whispers, gossip, iiKjuiries. anxiety. gists.
Plots of Ground Assigned
Pupils Who Learn When
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First Street and Tljera.

Road

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

ZIEGER CAFE
QUICKEL

A.

BOTHE,

Proprietor

CO.
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OAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE RESTAURANT
CONNKCTION.

IN
Finest Whiskies Imported
sad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade at
lager served. Finest and best Urn ported and Domestic Cigars
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RUSSIA'S CONDITION

The most foriuldalilc protest of I ho people of Kussia
auainst autocracy, ever known In that dark, priest-riddeland, Is now attracting the attention of the civilized
world. Thoush a tremendous movement, there Is little
probability of Its Biieceas, for the reason that the movement Is confined almost, or quite, exclusively to the
larger towns and cities. The participants In the movement are the artisans, students and a few of the professional classes; and what has Riven to the movement
the ability to nssitmo its present, magnitude, has been
the strike of rai.road employes, cutting off connection
between town and town, the capital of the empire from
the provinces, ard nearly tliii, whole country from the
.
trk in nit
The reason of thex uprising is plain. J'o stimulate
devotion to the autocrat, which In that country passes .
for patriotism, the czar, (Hiring Russia's dismal failures
by land and sea, promised the people a constitutional
assembly, fhus giving them a voice In their own government. Hut no sooner had peace leen made than Nicholas,
with the proverbial perfidy inherent by blood and tradition In the Romanoff race, flatly refused to fulfill his
promise. After long delay, the Imperial rescript was
finally Issued; and the people found that for the bread
they asked they had been given a stone, for the fish they
demanded they were offered a serpent.
The meeting of a nallonal assembly was provided for,
tout Its powers are so circumscribed that It is made
merely an advisory body, at best, restricted in its discussions and recommendations to matters of minor Importance,, The imperiaf itkase prohibits the discussion
of the more vital questions and principles of government.
The Pouma, or national assembly, Is not endowed wit h
.any legislative functions. The czar retains autocratic
authority. The. assembly will not, in fact, be even
representative body, as all of the Industrial classes and
80 per cent of the professional men in the empire arc
excluded from the right of suffrage in thu election y!
its members.
This betrayal of the people Is the cause of the up
rising, but Its weakness lies in its want of connecter
action, of organized leadership, of definite and well planned movement to a definite and common end. Its greatest weakness, and that which will probably prove fatal
In a few days at most, is the want of preparation. Then
is lack of arms and ammunition; and worse than all
there is lack of food. The strikers, who are the laboring
classes, must soon go to work or die. As soon as t he
trains begin to run, troops can be rushed into the towns,
and then will begin anew the work of slaughter, of imprisonment and of exportation to the living death ot
Siberia.
The revolutionists demand liberty of the press, liberty of speech, right of public assemblage', freedom from
arbitrary.arrest and Imprisonment, constitutional particiThese
pation irf government, and universal suffrage.
things the present government will never grant, for
while Nicholas is weak and wavering. In mutters of de- tail, like all weak characters he is Impregnable in his
pride and prejudices. Rather than surrender one jot or
tittle of his autocracy, to which he has succeeded through
'
a long line of ancestors and which he imagin.es himself
to hold by divine right, there Is no doubt that Nicholas
autocrat of all the Russlas, would willingly iay his head
upon the block and give up his claims only with his life.
.

WISE CITY COUNCIL

The city council of Socorro has taken k wise step in
(.'Krantlng to .Max Kirchman an option on the lands In the
Socorro grant belonging to the city of Socorro, the pur
pose of M" b'irchman being to plant there a colony ot
uoneiiunns,
These people, whose homeland Is a part of the
are a thrifty, energetic, in
dustrlous class of immigrants, and,. their location In So
corro and the adjacent parts of the Socorro valley will
be of almon incalculable value. . Hence, the wisdom ot
the council in granting the option on the land, and placs
' ing Its price at
of its last appraised value.
''
cannot be too highly commended.
'
But the contcll was even wiser yet in the safeguards
which they threw around the option. They did riot suiter
their desire for the undoubted benefit to he derived
from the location of the colony, to blind them-ttheir
duties to the city. Hence, the condition of the option
are that the lands must be paid for within nine months
from the date of the council's action and that within
the first six months of that time Mr. Kirchman must
have obtained artesian water, or have'drllled to the depth
of 1,(100 feet, or have expended in the effort thereto, not
less than $5.MM, on the lands to be purchased or In the
immediate vicinity. The Citizen congratulates the Uern
City on the prospects of this great benefit.

'

two-third-

.

press of Arizona
The number of the
is growing beautiful. y less every day. Their entire effort
now Is to prevent the consideration of the statehood
question in congress, as they know what the result will
lie if the bill is brought up before that body. It Is too
late The statehood train has got on a full head of
steam and It Is running on full time and' gaining every
day in its rapidity of movement.
The people have
dropped the politicians and are doing their own thinking and own demanding, and tills Is what will move congress to take up the question earlyl in
and
determine the same forever. There is little doubt but
that the enabling act for the admission of the ffur remaining territories will be passed and approved by the
president before the first day "of January, l!iUi, the opposition of the politicians not wit hstanding. Tucson Star.
d
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CONSCIENCE
HELLO

GIRL WHOSE VOICE
WAS

By Walter Neff In

AS

THAT OF AN ANGEL
Kntat City Telegram

Young Men's
Suits

DR. TIGHTS ADDRESS IN NEW
LINE .OF SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTION AT CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

v
It's as foine as the linnet's an' notes nv the thrush,
An' the ripples an' laughter av brukes.
It's as swate as the voice In the evening hush
Av the loovers in
nukes,
"l'is as foine as the word phat the lassie kin to.
When before her ye held on your kna.e.
Ah! t lie beautiful sound av the tillephone belle
As she answers, "Phat noonibcr, plaze?"
I

If her face is as foine as her voice on the 'phone.
She kin stroike Palsy Donovan doom I);
If she doesn't use slang wid tier tllegant tone,
An' hasn't a mouth fool av gntn,
She kin talk to me, Mickey, the rest av me loife
In a cottage wld flowers tind traze.
Oi tink OI'll foind out If she'd .make as good woile
As she answers, "Phat noomber, p azeV
X!

TO RELIEF OF FELLOW

MEN

Selected

Perhaps ynu never heard of Or. Aronson friend ol
.umanity of Xew York. His name never got Into the
.oiindir.g trumpet of fame. He win not quoted as author.
;y by newspaper Interviewers. He did not read learned
lapers, nor make speeches nor pose as a benefactor, nor
teal, a fortune. But, when he died, lS.uuu people went
.o his. funeral, the eyes of most of whom were dimmed
ly tears.. His dead body was attended by thlrtyslx pall,
learers, every one of them owing his life to the. skill
ind patience of this good physician. Behind the hearse
valked many men, nearly all having been personally
to his ministry. A great host of men, women and
hi.dren, each nursing a personal aorrow for the dead,
olloweu In carriages and 1m foot I
Dr. Aronson was never a "prominent man" during
iis lifetime and the newspapers did not say very much
.bout his death. He wau a plain, unpretentious,
tloctor of the East Side. His entire life was
;iven to oihers. It is jsaid that his greatest delight was
o find a case where a cruel landlord was forcing a poor
cnant to the wall, write a check for the rent anil stop
he ejectment, in order, as he put It, "to see the reai
.appiness in the face of the one relieved."
inheriting a small propeity, 'ir. Aronson titled tiim-cl- f
as a physician frcm the pure motives of service,
study of lung disea.-ele made a
and studied
tinier Koch at Berlin, and elsewhere. Returning to New
.urk, he opened a hospital, at his own expense, for con- uniptlves in the poorest part of the city. "A man's life
s short at beat," he often raid.
"It would be art easy
:iatter to make the world happy, and .ourselves, if each
iX us, would do his duty."
Some years ago a poor woman contracted, blood
She was refused treatment by physicians because of the risk. The night Dr. Aronson heard of her
ase he was dressing to go, to his. brother's wedding,
leavas told the woman would die lfshelwere not (merited upon within,1 wo hours. He threw off "his dress suit,
lurried to the woman's bedside and' performed a success,
'ul operation.
The sequel was that a few days after,
wards the kind hearted doctor was taken down by blood
poison contracted at the operation. , Hundreds of peo-ulwent to Inquire about him. Scores of people knelt
cogctBer hiithe open air around his doorstep and prayed
for bis recovery. Small wonder when this Good Saiuarl-- .
an died the poor of the Kast Side wept.Why retell the story? liexause It Is as worthy to
ie 'told this real story as that of Victor Hugo's story
rf the good bishop. Because the world hears so much
Because the
tt wrong-doinand so little of goodness.
world needs stories about brave, good men. Because
he name of Dr. Aronson deserves a Jetter place In the
world's memory than It has been given. Because such
a, gracious life Is a challenge to every Impulse of kindness. Because when you have read this story you may
be moved, In some respects at least, to go and do
d

e

Young Men's

Double
Young Men',

PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

$7,50 to $20.00
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Q

The young man that lias never
been here for clothes will do well
.

to

come.

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

M. M AND ELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

WATC1 TiliS SPACE

INSPECTING NEW ROAD
C. O. Trimble, private secretary to
.lames Dufi, chief engineer tcr the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, arrived In the city this morning from
Helen in Mr. Dun's private car. Mr.
Dun left Belen yesterday and is inspecting the work being done on the
f
through Abo canyon.
Santa Fe
Mr. Dim came west on the 17th of
the month and first inspected the east
f
near Texico. Then
end of the
ne traversed the Pecos Valley line,
and after going to Bl Paso, went over
the Rock Island to where the cut-ofJ
crosses that road. After inspecting
the work in Abo canyon, Mr. Dun is 2
expected to come to Albuquerque,
0'
reaching here about Wednesday.

Opgaras amid TaiMig'
MacKimes-wisoosn be toldl

cut-of-

cut-of-

f

a
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The Happy Housewife

0. W. Strong's Sons

THE

RICHIE
AMUSEMENT COMPANY GAVE THE PEOPLE THEIR
WORTH AT THE CAMONEY'S
SINO YESTERDAY.

. STRONG

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
.andiieht..., , .., v;u ri,:H

BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

)

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

ndi
,i

M. BERGER

MONUMENTS.
!

201-21-

114

N. Second St., Both Phones.

1

t

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thi.d street and Gold avenue, in the car.
JEMEZHOT

SPRINGS

,

West Copper Avenue.

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

STAGE LINE

FURNITURE,

Carries the United States mall;
was
vei'v nr.miee.i ish.
but the audience was well paid by the only line with a change of stock en
lejding tenures of the entertainment. route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
YTwo performances were given, the rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
first attended by akutt 150 people, Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
and the latter by the foot ball play- - particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
ers. Prof. Richie gave the foot ball Co.. agents. Albuauerque. N. M.. or J.
players complimentary tickets.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
aiu-s-

i

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

-

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Good?, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

CO.
b6rradaiij&
Albuquerque, New
Avenue,

j

117 Gold

Mexico

RIO GRANDE JLUMBER CO,

The Retort Amiable. i
:
The Denver Times in a railroad article speaks ot
l.ordsburg, Arizona. That the Lord has put but one burg
!n all th-- i Koiithivest, and that is in New Mexico, the
General Building
whole world should know. What is Editor Don: Kedzie
doing thus to Buffer the light of his town, which the
Western I.ibeial has ini.de famous, to be put under a
v
"L'p ami at 'em," Mr. Kedzie. Albuquerque
Inibhel?
Both Phones
Citizen. The T'mes cv'dently has been reading some ot
the literature iient cn by tne "oin; statehood league of
Albitqurqite, and probably thinks New Mexico and Ari- KEEP YOUR HORSE GOMfORTAFLE
zona have Iwen n li !e i.e t.ate, ui.de: t:..e mime of Ari-z- f
L ibcrai.
na.
Cold Weather Means

Supplies

Time, Labor
and Money

SCREEN DOORS

Very Wise View.
The Bisbee Review in a recent, editorial frankly ad.
mils that the failure of joint statehood at the coming
session means no statehood for years to come for either
New Mexico or Arizona. This is precisely the point at
issue for which we have contended. If we could get sin.
Ale statehood for New Mexico and Arizona as easily as
Joint statehood, there would be no controversy; but the
fact is, as the Review admits, that single statehood is
not aituinahle now, nor at any definite time in the future,
.ve bee no reason for refusing joint statehood now and
taking the same thing ten or twenty years from now.
Hustler.

Third and Marquette

Ths saving of tlma meant comfort.
Ths saving of labor msana case. Ths
saving of monsy msana aeonomy. All
these savings can beat b attain1 by
Installing a

Horse Blankets and Lao Roos
all kinds an
LOW
PRICEt
prices.
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
We have them

.

i

in

direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

PENINSULAR RANGE

raw'

In dollars and cent they cost no more. In quality they ar
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

Rrlcos In Plain Figures $3Q and Up

3

Old stove
THE McSHAIH

taken at a fair valuation..
FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

M&rXn&A Second Annual Ball
UNTIE It THE
AUSPICES OK THE

GIVEN

Improved Order of Red Men

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Red Men Hall

Fine Stationery

Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
TICKETS

Y

Contracts taken for Cement-StonHouses snd foundations.
built of this material is warmer in winter and cooler in
r than a brick house, and is cheaper than good brick.
Foundations fur frame houses cheaper than common rubble T
X
stone. Let uie figure with you. Urop a card and I will call.
Q
CORMKR WdkLTKR ANO SANTA
BTREET

9 A hoii-v sunnie

a
3

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

$1-0-
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HOUSE

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

d

io

-

rnniinntriTmr-

PAP.R

At the Casino yesterday, under the
auspices of the Richie Amusement
company, a large man in white duck
trousers, and a woman in white, with
her sleeve rolled to her elbow, twisted horseshoes as' though ' they were
paper and ' bent huge gas pipes with
their teeth and over their stomaches
with the ease of breaking wax lemonade straws. It was a great exhibition
of physical strength and endurance,
where training has developed human
brawn until It is stronger than iron.
After reducing a half dozen pieces
of valuable gas pipe, worth from ten
to thirty cents a foot, into a mass of
twisted iroatiiey engaged In a frosty
three-rounexhibition with the gloves.
The dancing and contortion worl-f- !
the Gilniore woman was gwd, and
probably better than anyt .ling ssen
at the Casino since the erection of
It was somewhat o' a
the building.
surprise to the spectators end was a
real treat. The work of the Mack

-
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SANTA FE'S CHIEF ENGINEER

faced

SELECTIONS MADE FROM

'

Just Right

a

Pi-umin-

If

f&lk

The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers a;e some of the
features the young gentleman will
want in evidence In his fall suit.

ex-le-

vine-covcre-

STORY OF LIFE DEVOTED

This line Is t!ie securing of various
speakers, not preachers, tr) address
his congregation on topics kindred to
those usually heard from the pulwt,
but which arc presented not only" from
.the viewpoint of the laity, but from
that of the iinliv idnnl speaker himself.
This course will certainly open a wide,
range of thoti'iht, ami provoke an
of mental activity upon the part
of the congregation, unusual where
only the sane' dogmas are presented
week In and week out. In the same
wv to the same auditor by the same
speaker.
Last evening President Tight of the
University was the
New
Mexico
speaker, and his theme was a demand
for the liberty of the individual conscience in religious belief. The doctor
Is a pleasing speaker, who addressed
his audience as he would address a
class of students, in a conversational
tone with extemporaneous .words suggested by absolute mastery of his
permission of
theme and without
adornment of any character.
His subject was that every man's
conscience Is his Imperative ruler.
To It, alone, is he responsible, and
not to his fellow man. Hence, the
doctor's pita was not that each one
fo low his own conscience In religious
belief, for that Is what everyone will
do anyhow; but that we allow all
others to do likewise, without condemnation, no matter how widely they
may differ from us. In this the doctor" found the possibility oT Christian
unltv of effort without the sacrifice
of the closer denominational

mjmtJmh

'
,

Most young men come here
for
clothes. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men's clothes

Rev. E. B. Crawford, pastor of the
Christian church of this city, is doing a great d a of good along what
seems to be ;iu altogether new line.

lo yez know what, the voice av an angel Is lolke?
Coom down to me office, alone,
An' listen to one Ol've been hearin", Molke,
On the woires av the ttlleplione.
The troompet. Oi grasp, stick it olose In me ear
An' listen, wihn over the woire
Cortina the sound av a voice as is piazln' to hear,
J Is; as foine as the hlvenly quolre.

MONDAY, OCT. 30, 1805.

MAN'S

GUIDE IN RELIGION

Wi'l the people be sensib.e cnouu.li to believe the
Miner when It tells them that Honorable Frank Murphy
could not get a single member of the committee on Territories of the house to come to look "at the conditions,"
in Arizona? Hao we not told you that the gentlemen
in congress, both in the senate and the house, are simply
playing politics? And won't you believe us'.' .Murk our
words, that is a there is to It. Of course, there ;ce
many around here who hale to see or bear the M.ner
speaking the truth, but that is the truth. Thai's all
fellows are playing, too. Nothing in the world
What a'farce that "will o' tie wisp" tool
but polities!
Something About Ourself.
The Miner gloats over
trip was through this territory!
With this issue we enter our second year of work
It
royalty
of
by
private
was not dazed
the
the facl that
for the Kstancta Valley anil Torrance county. That the
cars for private congressmen. That goes for lovers ol past year
has been entirely satisfactory, we dare not
flubdubhery. Join nal Miner,
say, hut that we have worked hard to assist in the mak.
inn of a new country
a new county none can gainGreat it; the Morning Journal and ureal ly to he say. We are grateful and
to our long list of patrons who
praiM-dKv n Philadelphia i now siowly plodding alotii;
have contributed
the measure of succe ss we have
the trail which tin' Journal, all alone by itself and with attained ami sha.ltoward
endeavor to merit a continuance of
own
out
lila.ed
hatchet,
ami
little
three
its
exclusive
an increased patronage. Kstaucia News.
years auo. No doubt, if only the facts were known. 11
was the .Morning Journal ami not Christopher Columbus
MesilU Valley Water.
who liiscovered America, win e the Morning Journal also
The count at the Water t'sers' oflice, Thursday,
wrote the I leclurat ion of Independence, so long but so
showed that 85,1 tin acres of land had been signed up,
wrongfully ascribed to Thomas Jeflci'son.
ami the outside precincts had not sent in their reports,
Arizona has a queer case on its hands. One Teodoro which, when in, will probably swell the number to about
was convicted of the murder of Win. Katzenstein, tiiu.Oei) acres. It is the opinion of some who profess to
a police officer, and twice senii need to death on the know, that work on the diversion dam, about eight miles
gallows. A jury summoned by the
found Klias above l.as Cruces. will be commenced on or before the
insane ami the death sentence was iiewr carried out. first of January, r.tmi. Las Cruci s Citizen.
,1 to Governor
Kihhey bin he inThe facts wire pn
Why Not Doorhandle?
t
attorney that it was beyond his
timated to 1lie
Ii appears to be Certain now that Arizona and Newpower to commute the sentence. The iiest!ou which is
puzzling the district attorney and the suprevlsors is Mexico will not be admitted to statehood, either sepa.
whether Klias must he maintained during his life time lately or jointly, at the coming session of congress
aa a prisoner in tho Tucson jail at the expense of the Weli, I In y can afford to wait. Let them keep on polish
county. They believe that inasmuch as he is insane and ing up those stars, and when they are ultimately pinned
the death Kentence cannot I.e carried out, he should ho to the Hag's glorious field of blue they will shine ail the
I brig'.iie
for the ue'ay. !.c Am'.deH TltinV.
sent to the territorial prison.
1
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IIUBBELL FILES PROCEEDING IN
AGAINST ARMIJO

QUO WARRANTO

I

r

Attorney General Pritchard Grants Removed
cial Right to Proceed in Name

Offi-

of Territory.
the matter go over until Wednesday'
next. This request was granted 'by
ilw court.
Attorney General (i. W. Prlchard has
granted to llulil.ell the right to proceed In the name of the territory. The
contention of Armljo's counsel has
been all along that the question of
the power of the governor to remove
could only l
raised in this kind of
proceeding. The court also held the!
fame way in Its opinions in the man-- '
danius and injunctions proceedings.'
This quptinn is, therefore, squarely
before the court for decision.

The controversy affecting the office
nas
of sheriff of Bernalillo county',
taken another turn. This time the
proceedings are in the nature of a
quo warranto, which was filed late
Satirrday afternoon against Perfecto
Armljo by the attorneys for Huhbell.
alleging that Armljo Is usurping the
office of sheriff of Bernalillo county.
The court made a rule on Armljo
to show cause this mornifij; why the
writ should not issue. Counsel for
before Judge AbArmljo appeared
bott at 9:30 o'clock and asked that

'

GEORGE ARNOT

BOWIE'S ASSAILANT TO

SUPPORTS PRESIDENT

BE TRIED TOMORROW

Local Delegate to Commerce Witnesses Have Been Found
Who Saw Negro Commit
Law Meeting Upholds
Assault.
Roosevelt's Views.
LAS

VEGAS

MAN

VICE

THE BLOW

VLRSA

WAS

INPkOVOKED

rlshn and talked over the situation.
Their report will be ready to be submitted to the meeting Thursday afternoon.
This morning In glaring headlines,
the .Morning Journal announces that
the "mass meeting will toe held in the
Elks' theater."
This. Is a mistake, as a telephone
messn$r from Mrs. Brooks, chairmat
of the mass meeting, so informs The
Citizen, "and no one authorized the
change," stated the chairman. "When
the meeting adjourned last Friday afternoon," continued Mrs. Brooks, "it
was moved, seconded and carried to
meet again at the Commercial club
Thursday afternoon, (not night), at 2
o'clock, but I understand a number of
pnysicians desire to auend me meeting, and for that reason the meeting
will be called to order m 3 o'clock
p. m."
Mrs. Brooks aUo expressed herself
very plainly against the sensational
manner in which this matter has been
nanuied, in tiie zeal and eagerness to
do some good, but It gives out the impression to the consumptive and indigent sick of the east that all they
have to do is o come here and they
'
will lie cared for.
While The Citizen is on this subject the paper desires to state th,t,
in the first place, and in accordancfe
with the call published in The Citizen
Thursday afternoon, the meeting was
intended to devise some means to aid
the Sisters of the St. Joseph hospital
to meet pressing anil Immediate debts,
but Instead, owing to a misunderstanding, developed Into a general ; mass
meeting. The Sisters state that they
can da their own collecting of subscriptions for their own hospital, but
are not allowed to affiliate or divide
with any other, organization, and it
was not their intention to so do, when
they went around and solicited ladies
and others Interested in charity to
attend the meeting of last Friday

returned

Field

B.

R. H. Hrlggn,

POLLY

the Pullman porter

Vegas for the assault
last evening from a business trip to arrested at
Chicago, after having been absent of Hon. Alex. Bowie at the local station lastTuesday night, was brought
from the city for a week.

j

Mr. Bowie made

.

state-o- f

ex-ne-

Brown-Manzanar-

convention.-.-

the following

.

The "rump" faction finally effected
& permanent
organization under the
flame of the Federal Rate Regulation
'
"
association.'
The Interstate Commerce Law convention elected officers as follows:
Chairman, W. E. Hughes of Colorado: vice chairman, John W. Kern,
of Indiana; secretary, P. E. Goodrich,
secretary,'. Geo.
of Indiana;-assistaA. Sthroeder, of Wisconsin.

SUCCESS

time 18t!3, and smacks of the fidelity
cf the patriots of the two factions of
the Civil war, yet through the portrayal of a very pretty romance, it
shows that the cause of the heart is
stronger that the. cause of war.
"Polly Primrose" conies from college just after President Lincoln haB
issued his emancipation proclamation
t
fm a Yankee a guest under her
father's roof. She has an Impetuous
young brother, but he is not more impetuous then she Is nor more loving
of heart. In a number of strikingly
funny situations, in which these two
figure. Miss Arden shows a very supple character, a superb genius at being vivacious, charming, flirtfui and
serious. Her love for the Yankee is
spontaneous at first sight, and it is
reciprocated by the youthful soldier
of the north, and although it becomes
known that he is a spy, she forgets
her duty as a southern woman to the
cause of the south, and aids "nim to
eape-- from a captivity made by her
father and brothers, to Washington
with The secret jof Lee's night march
&n that "city. ' There are some rather
startling tragic scenes taking place
(luring this time by arcompanyowell
Irorthy, with a few exceptions,
of
Supporting a leading woman of the
art of Miss Arden.
, The southern accent is used throughout the play with delightful effect.

ment this afternoon to The Citizen as
to how he was assaulted:
"I was on my way home and
pected to board train No. 1 which had
arrived at the station. I was walking
along the platform about six feet from
the train, carrylng'a suit case and a
map case about five feet In length.
The case protruded in front of me
and I felt it striUe up against a man
standing a little way in front "of me.
I said.-'Ijoowheeled
and as he turned' I saw hlnTfreach
Into his hip pocket. Before I, knew
whnt he was doing, I received a stunning blow on the forehead lust above
the left "eye, and when I recovered
my balance, the place where he. had
I followed and
stood was vacant.
saw, a man enter the car. When I
reached the vestibule, I found that
the door to the platform on the opposite side of the train was open, and
the man had- - disappeared. I lost so
much time having my wound dressed
that 'I Was unable to catch No.vl
that nieht. fo I returned to Gallup on

,

"rump"

here last night and will be given a
preliminary hearing tomorrow before
Police Judge Crawford. In the mean- time Briggs languishes in the county
jail.
Mr. Bowie, the victim of the assault,
arrived frorf Gallup this morning and
will remain in the city to aonear as
the prosecuting witness against the
negro tomorrow. F. M. Clough, suner-thei- r
intendent of bridges and buildini, on
the Rio Grande division of the Santa
Fe, and Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls,
United States attorney in New Mexico
tor the Indian depredation claims de- payment, are other witnesses in the
case. Mr. Bowie says that he can
not identify the man who struck him.
but the other witnesses can. All that
Mr. Bowie can testify to is that the
nian who struck him was a negro and
wore the uniform of a Pullman por-- -

tei.

A

"Polly BTimrose," as 'presented by
D. L. Williamson's company here Saturday 'night, with 'Miss Carol Arden
in the leading role, was one of the
most picturesque dramas seen in the
Elks' theater thlB season.
The story is laid in Georgetown,

-

While in the" Windy City, Mr. Field
com- dropped in on the Interstate
rierce law convention, which was In
se;sion there, and which has attract- ed wide attention throughout the
country because of the attempt of the
railroads to pack it
n Mr. Field, there is no
Arenrdini?
doubt, hut that the railroads did at- tempt' to pack it with delegates of
own 'belief, but the ruse was dis- covered before the convention went
into session, and only those who
would pledge themselves to support
the president were .permitted to enter,
The faction in accord with the views
of the president on government regit- lation of freight rates, as expressed
in his last message to congress, was
headed by S. H. Cowan of Fort
Worth, Texas, and had its headqnar- ters in room 22. Auditorium hotel.
The other, faction, the railroad fac- tlon. was headed by David M. Parry,
Indianapolis, president of the Na-- !
tional Association of Manufacturers,
and had its headquarters at the An- Its raWy cry was "down with
Socialism, absolutism and paternal- istic meddling with property rights."
.' The New Mexico delegation was
divided. George Arnot, local manager
for Gross, Kelly & company, was in
the convention In accord with the
.views of the president, and' 'M. W.
Grofcafy
Brown, of
Company, of Las Vegas, was in the

PRIMROSE

;

MARQUEZ BOUND OVER
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

WOOL

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

11

i

Received by "Levy
u.os., correspondents tor iogan
& Bryan.
Barnett Building.

Closing

j

quotations

Halimore
Brooklyn

Canadian
Colorado

Coloradj
Chicago,
j

i

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
rttcnisoti, common
Atchison, pfd

C

Ohio

&

Rapid Transit
Pacific
Fuel & Iron
Southern, common
Great Western, com

O

&

r.rie, pommon
Erie, first
Louisville
Nashville
Missouri
Pacific
Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central
Norfolk
Heading, common
Pennsylvania
Kock Island, common
Rock l6laud. pfd
Republic Iron & Steel, eonim
Republic Iron & Steel,-pfSouthern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway ....
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
I'nion Pacific, common
U. IS. S.. common
U. S. S., pfd

........

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
U. S. Leather, common
Greene Copper

47'4

U

M

-

Jl

A

125

U
129
-2V.

i

id

n 25-

94

o)

J
J

180
35
89
34
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AN EXTRA OFFER IN WOMEN'S COATS

f

fil

1324
37

9
MB

0ik H
21
a
40
44 4 II
?6
54

For $9.50 you can take your choke of over fifty new and
stylish Coats, assorted sues, in shades of Black, Tan,
Castors and Fancy Mixtures. Coats are well worth $ 1 5

in

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 30 Cattle
Receipts, 12.0UO, Including l.OoO southerns; market steady to l"c higher;
native steers, $4(H6; southern steers,
cows,
12.50
4.50; southern
1.75
2.75: native cows and heifers, $1.75
3.75; stockers and feeders, $2.50
4.25; bulls, $22.80; calves, $2.B0(fJ
4.65; western
steers, $2.754.60;
western cows, $1.753.50.
Sheep Receipts,
10,000;
market
steady to 1(K- lower; muttons, $4.25
fi; lambs, $5.75 ft 7.75: range wethers,
$4.75(Titi;
stockers and feeders, $3.75

S E E WIND O W O i S P L A Y
OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Amusements..

-

(&

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. Oct. 30. Cattle Receipts,
15,000; market for liest grades was

steady; others, slow; beeves, $.1.75
6.30; cows and heifers, ?1.154.BO;
$2.10fr4.35;
stockers and feeders,
Texans, $3.40(fi'4.75; westerns, $3.35
45,000:
J4B-20.-

I4.60-B.50-

;

'
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ELKS' THEATRE

Hamhs,

t

0

.r

are showini
and Winter
signs In

DAVE B. LEVIS'
Big Production,

market

0

We

f t'

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER U

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 30. Wool market steady; territory and western mediums. 2fii 30c; fine medium, 2224c;
fine,

o

C)CXXXXXXXXXX)CX)COCKXXDC)C)00

4.85.

Sheep Receipts,
10c lower; sheep,

j

n

4.35.

the Fall
ason, new de- -

0
$
0
0

20 PEOPLE

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

"HAYSEED"

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

UNCLE
JOSH
SPRUCEBY

2

v

BAND

l'a(& 21e.

Is an Orphan.

Will you kindly correct 'ieln item In
Saturday evening's papet, sjatlng that
Mrs. Claude Eggleston was at the
ijonie of her parents. "Jjafortunately,
t.ae Jady is an orphan, and has no
relatives or friends in the territory.
A READER.
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305 Raitroad Avenue 1
Q

Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.

FOR THE

BIG PARADE

Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Descrlptlom
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence" Wi
Ing a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrate!
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

THE PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
Seats on sale at Matson's book
store, Monday, October 30.
NOTE

ELKS' THEATRE

nd

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

taurant

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National
Electrical Contractors' Association.

ISIDORE WITMARK'S

Comedy

'

'

'

ALL NEW SPECIALTIES
WATCH

:

-

'

Albert Faber.

Scene

l

-

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

THE GREAT

Subscribe for The ClOxen and get
the news.

And also a full line or

!

Grand Operatic Orchestra.
Car Load of Special Scenery.
Novel Mechanical Effects.

d

tel-on-

111
Our Great
oat Offer77
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GOETZ'S PICALtLLr AT MALOY'8
Juan Marquez, a former employe of
the Clarkville coal yards of this city,
One or the nrcest places In the city
who was arrested here the early paft is the pool hall, No. 115, West Hail-roaof last week charged
with horse
avenue. Call and enjoy yourstealing, was given a preliminary self.
WELL KNOWN YOUNG
tr;-'No. 7."
at
hearing
on
Saturday and
Santa Fe
Mr. ,r,ovio said thnt iie could not
PEOPLE MARRIED TODAY
"Mother was lucky papa bought a
the negro to bo,m over ,0 the S'and Jury. underinaeiPe whnt
was
ibind.
He
$!.0io
unable to fur- gas range.
assault .tin:
,
was
nish the bond and
remanded to
This morning at 8 o'clock, at the
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
church of San Felipe de Neri, in the
The
offense with which Marquez is
old town, Eliseo Mirabal and Miss
charged
was
years
committed two
Constancia Duran, two well known
.TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
young people of this city, were united
It wasn't fast and ii wasn't furious, ago, when t hors ewas'stolen from
ranch near Ulorleta
After the ceremony an but it was a very good exhibition of the leues.iue
in marriage.
elaborate wedding dinner was served foot ball that g ei'ed t he several hun During his employment here at the WANTED Girl for cooking. Inquire
to eoal yards of more than a year, Marat the home of the bride on North dred .enthusiasts t li .it journeyed
of Mrs. 11. S. Kodey, su2 Kent avewas found to be a valuable and
Traction park yesterday to witness quez
Fourteenth street.
nue, corner of Eighth street.
I rust worthy
employe.
the A ti .ucrque Association eleven
an
eleven
and
the
from
American
ANOTHER RECORD
lumber mills, eonust f ir honors on LOCAL OWNERS SELL
the Albuquerque gridiron. The city
FOR "THE CHAPERONS'
The one means of raising
team was easily the victors by three
CHIHUAHUA TELEPHONE
touchdowns, two goals and a safety,
the grade of trade is good
The Isidore Witmark ami Freder making a score of 19 to 0.
ick Rankin comedy opera, "The Chap- A. C. Nash, general manager of the
The lumbermen seemed demoralized
Schilling's Best
erons," which will be the attraction from the very beginning, and though street railway system of Chihuahua, goods
at the Klks' theater Thursday night,1 tney were heavier than the city chaps Mexico, arrived in the city this morn- .pic
November 2, has a unique record, by a large weight, they were unable to ing, and during the afternoon, at a
CoffM
Savoring .xttactt
todj
During the three months' run of "The stop end runs, rushes, or any other meeting held at the Bank of Com- , Chaperons' in New York, there was form of play the city chaps chose to merce, purchased the Chihuahua
Your grocer's; moneyback.
man who never missed a single apply. Slaium did smie pretty stunts ephone company plant and all
Mr.
James
Hazen as half for the A. A A's.. and Aixler- - ertv from the M. S. Otero estate.
times, son, with a number of others of the j Dr. George W. Harrison, (iross, Kelly
Hyde saw the piece fifty-twlimos. eleven nf last vear exhibited the aUill & Co.. and Governor M. A. Otero. The
Senator Denew thirty-sevewas $t5.lM'0,
times, and and knowledge taught them by Coach consideration
Stanford White eighty-twand a
John McGraw, the hustling manager Montgomery, who gave Albuauerauo check for that amount was deposited
of the Giants, acknowledges to hav- - the champion team of the southwest with the above bank The telephone
times,
tor the year 1904. There were no puit-- ! system has been in operation at Chl- ing seen the piece ninety-twters in yesterday's game and the lum- - huabua since 1S82, and has always
bernien were beaten because of the paid a dividend on the money Invest- IN1ERETSED IN MIMXG
(city boys' superior knowledge of the ed. Besides being interested In the
DOWN IN ARIZONA game. ,
street railway of Chihuahua, Mr.
j
'The management w as at fault .to Nash Is also the general manager of
some extent, however, for one thinir, a short rui.way which runs from that
F. 10. Mrluiilty, who In the early
detracted some from the inter- city to a very rich mine about eigh-days was a resident of this city, with which
ii miles distant.
of the game and interfered much
The gentleman
his family, but was appointed re- est
with
progress of the players. The expects to leave for the koiii'd tonis-'hceiver of the land olliee at Guthrio, field' the
had not been roped off. and in
WilMain Mckin()M;l., o:i his c
ley, iieiiiy e'erte.i presidt nt, is again i.Teir excitement i)ie sped I'ors surged PEFUSES $1,000 FOR
ii and got in the w.iv ef t!.e
aioutid i h is over
in the city, and v.as
players.
LOT 0S1 BELEN TOVvNSlTF
lit !:.' tr.;
old friends. Mr.
Tao official,, were Arthur Cavan-- '
came In from Chicago l.i- -t aus;h,
umpire; Albert Clancy, referee;
Col. W'll llil
Heruer, secieturv of
night, urn! is in route to his present U y McDonald,
time ket per.
InImproM'iiii'iit comHelen Tow n
ionic, IVescMt, where he is interested
pany, reciived an offi r of 1, noil cash
in ni'uin;;. and eS doing well.
UNIVERSITY
TRIUMPHS
'ibis morning for a lot on i he corner Offer to supply you with anything In
Wlu-located here Mr. MeKitf.cy
OVER VENAUL.
was interested in the ruining diMrb t;;
He txtl ha
panic mi S:.lnr. K ar- - of Meeker avenue and Kirsi si net, our line, at prices that are fair and
Col. square, arid we are now making
,.
adjacent to i li s city and patented a
,.c in Helen, but refuseil the offer.
i .,
i,.
,.t i, ,.'
r, b it his patent failed
dry wa.-'New Nlexiio and the Menaul school, Merger is holding the lot for Jl.aou.
in question Is situated practtaiie well with the miners.
resulted in a victory for the 'varsity. The lot
ically the salne as the Sturges corner
Tiie score was la to o.
ih Tliis city, and is conslilered one of
UNCLE JOSH HERE
the most valuable lots on the Helen
townsite. The party who wished to $12 Refrigerators
$9
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CHARm.MEf fNG
purchase the lot intends to erect a $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
inilKJUAY ArTERiiOOSi handsome hotel in Helen to cost $8 China Tea Sets
$6
he.;) lit it ill bloiv of Alneli
fiunin.
40c China Salad Bowls
The lilo
25c
he clone! reports that ll'.i lots
can life told on the static will l,e .r.- - AT 3 O'CLOCK AT COMMERCIAL
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
sented at tln$ KlUs th an r Wednesday
CLUB SOME FACTS OF MEET-night- , have been sold at Wiliard and that per cent discount.
everything in the real estate line at 75c Glass Berry Seta
November 1. the famous play j ING.
25c
bold Helen ami Willard is on the 35c Class Water Pitchers
of 'Tncle Josh Sprticel y" is a story
20c
It Is claimed that trains will $1.75 Decorated Lamps
of New Kiiglaiid farm life, lull
of
At the (hiiiity mass nuet'iig held boom.
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
fan thai keeps the audience in
$3.25
i la.-- t Friday afternoon at the c'ommer-- . be running over the cm oft ,y Jan$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c!
inood tltitmh the l.ur-acial club, a committee o permanent uary next.
'
50c Steam Egg Poacher
40e
and with a vein of paihos that w
orcani.ai ion, or rather on nssoeiat- i uuse
NEW YORK'S CAPITAL
$12.50 Buggy Harness
a tear or two to trirkle lo n e. chariti
$10.50
was ajijiniiitc.l, us fc
the cheek. The mile is laid In Vt
lowsCELEBRATES A CARNIVAL.
nioiit ami ooine of the cUaracirrs are
Monioyu, Hahhi K. Milan aii'l
Albany. N". V., Oct.
The two
talien from the life and daily habits j Dr. tlcorge W. HarrUon, with Instriir-o- f day.-- ' celelirat ion of ihe carnival
l.e- tho
the author im t there, tinS k, report at anoiher meetinj; nin this nioriiinn with a business
Th company presently- - the play this to he held at the same place Thurs men's parade,
included many
seasm is an trlieieT one, anj in ad day afternoon. November 5 at s elaborate floats which
and advertising feascenuition to considerable
o'el )( k.
tures. Tomorrow there will be an auery, a
orchestra fll.'s an
This afternoon the above commit- tomobile parade in the afternoon
part.
tee met at 4he residence of lr. Har- - a Hallowe'en parade in the evening.and FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
nt

FIVE.
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Special Prices
On the Following

j

C

n METROPOLITAN

JU

COMPANY

NEW AND
ARTISTIC

j
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first-clas-
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Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

C
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GORGEOUS PRODUCTION
COSTUMES-N-

FUN

MUSIC
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Beautifully Gowned
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Girls OXCiv

MINUTE.
See and hear the latest
New

Z

'N

''r

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior ser- -

2

vJceT

A

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

a

A
m
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OUR COAL YARD
York is
full
chock
of coal that will gladden
success,
laughing
your heart and warm your hous when
it's cold. Fill your bins for next win-tt- r
now, and avoid the rush.
75c, $1 and $1.50. Seats
PRICES
LOOK!
on sale Tuesday, October 31,
American block Coal, the best Gallup
at 9 o'clock.
mined; Ceriillos Lump, the standard
A
llinna r,f
Onfra
-- '
fnala
heating coal. All sizes cf hard coal.
r
Hreatesi bargains ever ottered 1n
WOOD!
afternoon and evening coats, at the
(joldi.n Kule Dry Gooda company. See Factory Wood, $3 full load. Green-MilWood, $2,115 full load.
window display.
Eureka White Lime.
"D:1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
COAL YARD,
HAHN'S
ufct(er cook with 6Hfe t,a.
Auto. "Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Special sale of fine Hath Robe

The Whole Dam Family

Dlaukf'ts, just the thing for your winter Hath Kobe. Choice, $2 each. See
display t the Oolden Hule
window
Dry Goods company.

l

Before It Is Too Late
Better (dine ill and lok nt our line of C'he.-- t Protectors.
It niay
save (,u Mime money and prevent a spell of sickness. See what
we lime huy if joii want to.

The Pantatorlum.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed
All clothes called for and delivered.
2n6 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.

Fir-s- t

Opened

nu-rr-

I

Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

As presented

B. M. BRIGGS

St. and Gold Ave.

&

CO.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Poth Phones.

NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE
.Nice,
Your patronage
solicited.

clean rooms.

VI KG I.N" I A MA EST AS,
ITS South First btreet.

Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.
Don't wait for an explosion
with eas the humane way.

cook

0

Auto phone, 31t.

Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Auto

phone. No.

2V9.

DOROCRG, "uner!

A- Director and Embmlmor
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

q

t
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Railroad Topics

on the to 'be the throttle, bti Instead of shut
Mclionald. a contractor
.
was a visitor In the city ting It off, as was the Intention, he
yesterday, lie returned to Helen last pulled the throttle out to Its full
night.
length, and like a fl.is,i the engine shot
down the track at a mile a minute.
I. X. Wheatley, foreman for the
He reversed the lever and finally
J'.antry-SliarConstruction company. brought the engine to a stop. With
Is spending a few day In the city the aid of his companion, who had
from his headquarters at Los An- continued to gallop lifter the runaway engine, but was left some miles
geles.
behind, he succeeded In stapling the
W. .1. White, formerly collector for engine back over the path It had Just
the Continental Oil company, will traversed. The water was low, and
leave this week for Mexico City, where not knowing how to operate the pump
ho will enter the employ of the Mex- the engine "died" two miles from
town and had 1o be towed In.
ican Central railway.
In the. Douglas yards a passenger
Train No. 1 last night came Into train was about to start out and it the
Both wild engine had not been stopped a
Allmquerqne In two sections
sectloss were, crowded and the heavy wreck would have resulted.
travel to the coast lias only commenced, say railroad men.
ENGINEER WHO SHOT MAN
ACQUITTED OF MURDER.
James W. Reagan, engineer In
The roof and tower of the local
Santa Fe station are receiving some charge, of the Southern Pacific surbadly needed repairs. New tiling Is veying corps that located the line of
being placed on the roof of the build- the Arizona & Colorado railroad In
San Juan county, last year, has been
ing and new cornices on the tower.
acquitted at Aztec, San Juan county,
R. W Hoyt. of the anta Fe. at Las this territory, after a hard fought
Vegas, and J. M. Green, an official of trial, of the' charge of murder. Reathe road at Guthrie, Okla., were Sun- gan, at Farmlngton, last December,
day visitors in the city. Mr. Green discharged Scott N. Morris for irregThat
Is taking a look over New Mexico, ularities in business methods.
same evening Morris entered a saloon
with a view of locating here.
In which Reagan was at the time, and
General Manager Arthur G. Wells, slapped Reagan In the face, and then
of the Santa Ke coast lines, passed took him by the throat, after threatthrough the city last night In his pri- ening to kill him. Reagan was pushed
vate car on his way 'from Chicago, against a billiard table, and could not
where he had been attending a meet- retreat. He whipped out li is revolver
ing of the officials, to his headquarters and shot down Morris.
a
at Los Angeles.
SANTA FE ROAD
A great deal of trouble Is being experienced In getting men for the secISSUES A WARNING
tion gangs these days. All the gangs
are depleted, owing to the demand for
. Is hard to keep MACHINIST UNION STRIKERS RElabor everywhere.
men at $1.25 a day when they can get
NEW ACTIVITY IN TOPEKA NO
from $1.75 to $2.50 at other work.
NEED OF WARNING HERE.
cut-off-

--

It was announced In Evansvllle,
hid., railroad circles that because of
the objections of citizens to terminals
for the proposed Chicago, Indianapolis
& Evansvllle railroad
on Riverside
avenue, the road would probably seek
terminals at either Newburg, Ind., or
Owensloro, Ky.

From time to time Third Vice President Kendrlcks and other officials of
the Santa Fe road have declared that
so far as that company was concerned
the strike of the machinists, which
started some eighteen months ago,
did not exist that It was a thing of
the past, but they have evidently-changetheir minds recently.for the
following Is the text of a bulletin "that
has been placarded around the
shops of the system during the
past few days, where there is considerable strike activity prevailing:

There is a ilte.iiful suspicion that
Marvin H u t is doing a lot of talking
about Jcflrics in an attempt to force
him Into the ring again. If that Is
what Hart is seeking, and he gets his
wsh, he will realize his mistake wnen
tne hospital ambulance backs tip to
There's lots uv muscle the door.
Ball Payer Waddell Is not the first
wasted In this country, Individual
money
who
has lost
through a lnrtender.
but not much brain.
Mike Wqr.l. the western light welnht
.who failed to get a match with Young
Corbett, has been matched to meet
Jimmy Drigus. the New England box
er, ibefore the Chelsea A. C, on November 7th.
Postmaster General Cortelyou Is
RACING TERM.
said to be slated for secretary of the
treasury. George knows quite a bit
1
about finance lie was shown when
John A. McCall was on the stand.

mm

u:

f

"How's business?" asked the man
from the wholesale house.
"Very quiet," replied the great cos-- (
tume builder. "If it doesn't Improve
soon I'll have to arrange for a horse
show."
Creatore has been sued for divorce.
Lack of harmony, of course.
Alice Ilegan Rice, author of "Mrs.
Wlggs," has tieen sued for several
year's back taxes. Although a literary woman, Mrs. Ilegan appears to
have a well developed business Instinct Indeed, one might almost say,
a corporation Instinct.
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ON WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Is the place to procure the best staple Dry
Goods, Notions and Furnishings, at prices

asked for inferior goods sold elsewhere.

NO
So the price of leather
is to be
raised, anil shoes are to cost more.
"They're Off in a Bunch."
Gradually we are beginning to see the
There is an air of gloom hanging
wisdom of John D. Rockefeller's adover the Harvard camp since the
vice that we look for higher things.
game with West Point. No disguising
Anyway. Kuropatkln and Stoessel the fact, Harvard did not play high
haven't gone on the lecture platform. class foot ball. While there is plenty
of beef at Harvard, there Is little moLucky Family.
tion, the .bucks, are too slow, the forOne of our prominent farmers came mations come together with lumberInto Hill's shoe store the other day ing slowness, and the woeful lack of
with his wife's shoes for repair. While aggressiveness Is adding years to
this was taking place his wife was Coach Bill Reid's age.
wearing his shoes and he was wearing
Coach Morley. or Columbia, says
his son's gum boots. If this son hadn't more Is gained by good drop kicking
had a pair of gum boots, somebody than lint bucking, and he Is developwould have had to go to bed. West ing the, kicking department.
Collins
Lafayette (O.) Indicator.
the fast little quarter, shows up

To-pek- a

mm

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

From Josh Wise.

E. B. Iailey of Omaha. Neb., has
been awarded a prize of $50 by the
Southern Pacific company for offering
the best design for metal marker and
classification flags, to replace the
present short lived clorh tlag3. Supt.
WARNING.
S. C. Marks has announced this award
All members of the International
for tiie benefit of those trainmen on
the local division who submitted de- Association of Machinists and all
other ipersons who aid or ahett them
signs.
In carrying on a strike will be held
jointly, severally and personally liable
STONE FALLS ON TRACK
for ill damages
AND TRAIN IS WRECKED. as
A rock weighing two tons on Tues- done to persons, proxrty or 'business
day afternoon fell on the Penver & by reason of any unlawful acts or
Rio Grande tracks between Barranca damage done by any person or perand Embudo. The slide was in a cut sons In the furtherance of or carrywhether such memand on a curve and the passenger ing on such strike,
from Antonlto (or Santa Fe ran ber or other person participates or cotrain
'
Into It, but at reduced speed. '1 he operates in doing sucii unlawful act or
cylinder liox of the engine was broken personally sanctions the same or not.
She Had a Stunning Figure.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
and the mall car raised from its Railway
company has been kept fully
trucks, but no other damage was done,
"Why did you girls
a
excepting that the train arrived five advised as to the threats made and widow as a chaperone?" take along
the proposed' means devised by cerliours late.
"Oh, we did that Just to please the
tain representatives of said International Association of Machinists to in- boys who were golng
SANTA FE REBUILDING
jure its property and- - Interfere with
IN CALIFORNIA.
Inasmuch as McCurdy and McCall
r The SantaTRACK
Fe ha.s a large force of its 'business and employes and im- are heavily Insured In their own compede
same.'
keep
It
the
intends
to
laborers engaged In . rebuilding the
panies, fier e is a growing belief that
track on the San Diego line, south close watch upon every person con- they are as poor as they claim to be.
upon
all
strike,
with
nected
and
the
from Santa Ana. The grade in many
places Is being changed as much as 18 proceedings, and will Bpare no means
And that they're not as shrewd as
Ito
end,
to
so
as
that
not only impose they were supposed to be.
Inches, while in many others K Is
a
liability,
see
all
to
but
civil
that
practically unchanged. The work inwrong doers are brought to justice. THE HICKS ALMANAC FOR 1906.
cludes the substitution of
will
prosecute
judgment
to
all suits
ones, which I
rails for the old
The Rev. Irl R. Hicks Almanac will
with the better track grade will en- against members of said association, not be published for 1906, but his
for dam- Monthly
able the handling of heavier trains and other
Journal. Word and Works,
and making of better time over the ages to Its property and business,
growing out of any unlawful acts dur-th- e has been changed into a large and
line.
strike, and will see that the in- costly magazine, and it will contain
dividual property of such members, his storm and weather forecasts and
WAGE READJUSTMENT
other astronomical features complete.
FOR WABASH FIREMEN. and others implicated, is taken to The November number, now ready,
The Wabash firemen, who were rep- satisfy any judgments rendered.
This railway company is engaged In contains the forecasts from January
resented iby a committee in recent
to June, 1906. The January number,
conference with General Manager Mil- carrying the United States mails, ready December 20th, will contain the
ler, will work under a revised sched- goods in bond under customs regula- forecasts from July to December,
ule effective November 1st. Under the tions of the government, and inter- 1906. The price of this splendid mag.
Any unwarranted
readjustment, the firemen will re- state commerce.
azine Is one dollar a year. See It and
ceive a small Increase in pay on sev- hindrance or obstruction to the same you will have It. The November and
eral runs, one section providing for will be laid before the government of- January numbers containing the Rev.
an advance from $2.50 per hundred ficials for prosecution.
Irl R. Hicks forecasts for the whole
miles to $2.70 for the larger type of 'The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe year, and more complete
than ever,
Railway Company.
freight locomotives. The pay for local
can be had by sending at once 25
By J. W. KENDhlCK,
firemen will be on the basis of ten
cents to Word and Works Publishing
Its Third Vice President.
hours instead of twelve, receiving the
Company, 2201 Ijoeust Street,
St.
same amount, with 25 cents an hour
The few machinists living In Albu- I.ouls Mo.
for overtime.
querque, and who were among those
who, went out when the strike was
RAKE OFF $2,500,000
ARROWHEAD MAGAZINE
say that there Isno need for
BY SALT LAKE ROAD. declared,
"warning,"
reason
the
that
the
for
The, initial number of the "ArrowHe is the former attorney general
nothing to injure the
head" magazine bus just been Issued they have dune
who
leaped Into fame by
All they have of Ohio,
by the passenger department of the company's property.
is to try moral persuasion with prosecuting the Standard Oil company
Salt Lake railroad for November. The donemen
t
laws. He
who took their places, and In under the state
first number is ol "4 pages, with cov- the
direction they are meeting with is now appearing before Ohio grand
ers in colors, ai( it is edited by this
Juries in an attempt to secure indict- Douglas White, who h.is had the gen- fair success.
eral charge it all In- special adverCOMING EVENTS
i.y the
tising mat
road.
The magazine is l:lb-w:tli tniules
pertaining to the country traversed by
November 1. "Uncle J09I1 Spruce-by.- "
the line, and is well illtint r;r c i. The
publication will be
r kii'.ui ly
November 2 "The Chaperones."
inomhlv hereafter.
November
Second annual nail ot
Improved Order of Red Men, at Ked
Met.,' hall.
FILED SUIT FOR
INJURY TO CATTLE.
Faith Not Necessary.
J. W. Merrill, at Fl I'aso. tiii-i- suit
against the Atchison, Topeka & Sin'a You may he just as skeptical and pes
Fe railway company f"1' alleged dam- smiistic as you please. Kodol will
ages t a shipment of cattle.
The digest what you eat whether you eat
plain'' iif alleges that on May 15, 1ln4. or not. You can put your food In a
he shipped over the defendant com- bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
pany's road, from El Paso to Grldley. Cure 'on It and It will digest it the
Kansas. 212 head of fine cattle and same as it will in your stomach, it
that on account of the failure of the can't help but cti;e Indigestion and Dycompany to give the cattle the proper spepsia. It Is curing hundreds and
treatment a great number of them thousands some had faith and some
died and many of them were badly in- didn't. Kodol will cure you if medijured, for which he demands damage cine can cure you, whether you have
in the sum of $1,430, with tl per cent faith in it or not. Sold by all druggists.
re
interest trom May 15th.
Every
woman
a
wants
One evening
FRANK S. MONETT.
COWBOYS CATCH RUNAWAY
coat, but tne price has always
ENGINE PREVENTING WRECK. too high for the greater majority. been
bridge companies. He
against
Not,meiits
A runaway engine captured by cowyou will attend the sale charges that the bridge builders have
boys was an unusual Incident which so now, for If
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry had a combine in Ohio and that the
occurred at Caspar. Wyo.. the other Goods
company, you will find them members get a rake-ofIn proportion
day. The engineer had left the locoiced within the reach of all. See " the amount of I.umihss done by
motive in the yards, but had failed pi
each, and that the 'bridges are made
display.
tii completely shut off the throttle. window
to cust the taxpayers from 25 to 50
The locomotive son was In motion
per cent more than they should. He
For All Kinds of Pile.
and gained such a momentum that To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a 'latins that if all the counties
could
the driver could not overtake it, and cut without leaving a scar, or to cure recover what they 'nave lost by illegal
it went careering through the yards nous, sores, letter, eczema ann an Bridge contracts,
the amount would
and down the main line towards skin and scalp diseases, use Dewitt
he aoout $l 5110,000,
Douglas.
fori
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific
When near Stroud, a small station blind, bleeding, itching and protruding, HUMPHREY ARRESTED ON
ten miles east, the runaway locomo- piles. Stops the pain instantly and
CHARGE OF BURGLARY.
tive was observed by two cowboys on cures permanently. Get the genuine.
"Mac" Humphrey Is In jail at
horseback. The raiiroud at this point Sold by all druggists.
w.n the charge of burglary.
It Is
is built over the rku prairie.
The
alleged that he broke into a freight
cowboys gave chase and one leaped
$5 TO
10 SAVED ON EVERY
car on the Pecos Valley & Northeast
from his hore on the tender of the
TICKET.
ern railway an I abstracted therefrom
locomotive, which was limning about
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. a pair of
belonging to the Dono
ten miles an hour
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET hue Mtic.nuiU' company.
Not being familiar with the mech- BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
114
RAILROAD
8ARATOGA
anism the young man yanked at the CHEAP.
WEST
CHIPS FRESH EV.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
fust brake lie could see, which proved AVENUE.
i

0

...BREVITIES

It.

Helen

II

SPORTING..

MOST ANYTHING

strongest among the drop kickers and
punters.
Willie Lewis has arrived In Detroit, where he Is to meet Joe Wal-cot- t
on Oct. 31st. Lewis has started
training.
He expects a hard fight,
but says he is confident he can take
the measure of the Barbadoes. black
In less than 15 rounds.
Terry McGovern, who returns to
form surprised Lie doctors who diagnosed his case as hopeless, attributes
his present condition to the outdoor
exercise he took last summer.1 Terry
;layed bae ball nearly every day,
and he believes his return to physical
power Is due to that fact. He says
he never felt stronger, and his recent
meeting with Tommy Muhpry would
Indicate that he still retains his old
time cleverness.
The Cincinnati Reds will either
train In Mexico or California, next
spring, probably southern California.
Jack Sheridan, who has been an um
pire twenty years, pays this tribute to
Matthewson: "He Is the greatest
pitcher the diamond has ever known.
I have seen them all and he has them
Clarkson, Rusie, Waddell,
beaten.
Baldwin, Chesbro, and many others,
were wonders, and Chesbro ift still,
but none of them can be compared to
the form Mathewson showed in the
world's championship series."
Yellow Jack scored the first down
against the University of Mississippi
foot ball team this season. The team
has been disbanded, and will not get
together again until next season.
The long distance fight that Bat
tling Nelson and Jimmy Britt are conducting as they Journey across the
continent is becoming a trifle tiresome. In every town in which these
little fellows stop they unload a ba-rof fight slush which is eagerly
sopped up by tireless correspondents.
They have both said the same thing
a hundred times, and from as many
different angles. But neither has uttered a live piece of news Eince leaving 'Frisco. A chatty fighter becomes
as tedious as a diamond losing prima
donna.
Tooker's fine showing In recent
games assures his place at right end
at Princeton.

WILLING HELPERS

t UWhat's
t tuseI HMUU
i t tthe
of a helper If J
'

NOTICE

OF 8ALE.

(First publication October 21, 1905.)
By virtue of a decree of the district court of Bernalillo county, New
Mfexico, made and entered on the 20tfi
day of October, 1905, in a certain pro-

ceeding pending in said court wherein
Wibiam U Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
will and testament of Lawrence
S.
Trimble, deceased, and
administrator of the partnership assets
of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will, on Wednesday, the ISthday of November,
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m., on the premises hereinafter described, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
and being in the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo and Territory or
New Mexico,

t:

Lots numbered one (1), two (2),
three (3), four (4). five (5) and six
(6), of block nine (9), of the original
townsite of Albuquerque,
together
with the improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W.L.
Trimble & company In the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The Bale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, aod
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let Into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole,- and without di,
vision.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testament of Lawrence S. Trimble, deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. iu.
Trimble & company.
-

STOPS ANY ITCHING.
Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
Itching Piles Albuquerque People
Recommend It.
One application of Doan's Ointment
stops any Itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, Itching plies, salt
rheum any skin eruption of skin
Itching. It Is the cheapest remedy to
use because so little of It Is required
to bring relief and a cure. Here Is
Albuquerque testimony to prove It:
Mrs. R. E. Walte, rooming house,
202 North Second street, says: "There
came to my notice some time j ago a
case of eczema or of some disease of
the skin, which had resisted all the
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at the Alva-rad- o
pharmacy and a course of the
treatment commenced. It gave positive relief after an application or two,
and upon continuation of It for some
time the annoyance ceased. This Information should be of untold value to
residents of Albuquerque who are In
quest of an article upon which they
can depend to cure any Itchiness of
the skin or eruption thereof."
For sale by all dealers. Price, B0
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburY.. sole agents for the United States.
Retueniber the name Doan's and
56
take no other.

he isn't willing? Willingness Is
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins ot serv- - V
( ice. But a classified advertise- ment In The Evening Citizen is a "
willing helper that Is not only
S absoultely competent, but also Is
a willing worker. It works all If CALL FOR BERNALILLO1 COUNTY
BONDS.
the time for you. It is the best
and most economical publicity In
county
The
commissioners of the
e the world.
e
county of Bernalillo, In the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give noMERCHANT TAILORING
tice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 1SSI5, Issued In two series, known
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST as A and B, respectively, consisting
102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM of
1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series
A,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered
My merchant lillorlni? shop Is up- 1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
stairs
No. 20'.) West Railroad ave- which are payable at the option of
nue, where I solicit the patronage of said commissioners ten years after
,
the date thereof, must be presenlTed
the puhl!( All work guaranteed
for payment at the Chemical National
as I have had fifteen years'
in the business.
Suits made bank In the city of New York, or at
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and the office of N. W. Harris & company,
repaired. The specific I use will not In the city of Chicago, 111., on or
the 15th day of November, 1905,
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made and that interest thereon will cease
nfter said date.
to order. Give me a trial.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
O. BAMBINI.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
ANNOUNCEMENT!
--
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first-class-

be-fo-

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio in room
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit. Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limi'e.t number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
9:30 to 12, 2 to 4:30.
35-3-

Plans to Get Rich
are ofep frustrated by sudden breakdowns, d ie to dyspepsia or constipaI
tion.
:.ce up and take Dr. King's
New I.,',. pUs. They
ke out the
materia s that are clogging your energies, v. give you a new start. Cure
headar... and izzDess. too. At all
drug
,.,.s. 25c, guatanteed.
1

SARATOGA CHIPS FRE6H
ER DAf AT MALOY'S.

EV-

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

of-

25,

1905.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1906., viz.:
Don-aclan- o

Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
nri?e 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
residence
to prove his
continuous
iron and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia. sof Chlllll, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chillll, N. M.; Alejan
dro Ronquillo, of Chlllll, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clillll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Evening Citizen Wants!
Te
.

him

One Cent Per Word for Each Insertion:

proper clisslfkatlM aai for this Miaou most ke In the office before I o'clock
m. Ads phoned receiv toe hoc careful attcotioa that Is rtvci to
i kroirkt to office.

WE WANT BOOKKEEPERS
of th( right aort, for good position! with hliti gnit
firms. There are ahrays mora opportunities than we
can fill for men familiar with
bookkeeping
methods.
With offices in is cities and with trfloo em.
ployers to serve, our supply of positions paying; from
1.000 to ft.onoa year never runs tow. We need
capable Salesmen. Eeeuttve,Clericat and Technical men and also men navinfr money to invest with
statins: position desired.
their ervW. Write us

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers
VI 7 Chemical

Building. St. Loula

WANTED
WXNTKD
Hoarders. Private family.
6(16 South Broadway.
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at
The Citizen office.
WAKTELr
rtiree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
First clas cook. Wages
$15.00 per week. Graham Bros.
WANTKD 'Woman cook wanted a!
Indian school. Apply immediately.
WANTED Teacher for Kelly school.
Address, R. M. Zlmmerly, Kelly,
N. M.

WANTED f lain sewing; childrens'
clothing a specialty,. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
WANTED A second
safe,
hand
.weighing from 500 to 700 pounds.
inquire at this office.
WANTED A bright girl who can
sew on a sewing machine. Inquire
at imperial laundry.
WANTED Ladles to bring their hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron avenue
WANTED To buy a small valley
farm. about twenty acres, with all
convenient buildings and fruit trees.
Horace, this office.
WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanclothing. No. 515 South Firrt street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
FOR RENT
f6rRDNT Rooms With boardr3i5
South Third street.
FOR RENT
Nice room, everything
new and pleasant. 415 North Second street.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms;
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West
Railroad avenue.
place on the
FOR RENT A
extension of Fourth avenue. Address, Tom, The Citizen office.
FOR RENT Nicely furnislied room
with modern conveniences for gentleman. Address A., care Citizen.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
In a desirable
location. 210 South
Walter street. Gentlemen preferred.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitable for man and wife. 415 North
Second street. Board If preferred.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corner of Sixth street and Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT One large
furnished
room, suitable for two men. Mrs.
H. E. Rutherford, corner of Broad
way and Iron avpntte.
FOR RENT
Apartments iu Taik
View terrace, eight rooms each;
modern equipment throughout.
H.
II. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norris, east end of viaduct.
cor. Iron ave. and John St.
FOll RENT Two large store rooms,
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
suitable for hotel purposes, with
large yard in rear and all necessary outhouses. Everything new and
modern. Mrs. Brault. corner of
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
furnished rooms, with eastern and
southern exposure, in private home.
Bath. No. 315 WVst Lead avenue.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE A der and a doe. Inquire at this office.
FOR SALE Two fine residtiu v bus
on South Arno
Address,
street.
d

ten-acr-

e

-

W

MALE KELP WANTED.
ANTED Men to learn barber trade.
Moler'a System College, Los Angeles.

Money

Loan

Co

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as 1200.00. Loans ate quickly 'made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and aee tu before borrowlaf .
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
PROf bSStONAL CARuS

DENTISTS.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Out of the city until October 24, or
later.
tamuna j. Aiger, u. i. .
'No. Ku6 Railroad avenue
Offtoe Hours
SO a. m.
to U:su p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to I

p. m. Telephone
By mall.

4S2.

Appointments made

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.

Albuquerque,
ATTORNK
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession.
Will practice la ail courts of the territory and before the United Btatea lard
emoa.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORN
n F street, N.
W., Washington,
u. Fe stone, lands,

patents, copyright,i. cavlats, letter

ent, trade marks,

pat-

elajms.

R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNKI-AT-UAAlbuquerque.
N. II. Offloe, First national Bank build-toE. W. Dobson.

Office

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

g.

Crom-

well block. Alba jerque, N. If.
John H. Stlngle.
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite IS, N. T.
Vrmljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

Walling-ford-

,

rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
46-4-

D. F. MACROLLING,

Civil engineering, surveying and
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.
THE IN'DEPENDKNT CONTRACTOR
BUILDER Est Imat ps cheerfully
furnished; Job work nolloted. Automatic
'phone 724! shop 911 North Second street,
AND

Afbuquerque.

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.
C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All diseases
building.
Rarnett
treated. OfBiccHours, 8 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays bv appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 6.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, appioved, scientific methods. OVice at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngHex ti-ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
office.
horse, good lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawyoutii;
driver; cheap. Call at I.os Angeles ing.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
ronmig hnm-eSouth Third streiit.
For particulars call or address
FOR SA1.M Three good lot., located
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
near the shops en the west side, at
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
a bargain. Write J. B. C, this ofLibrary building, East Railroad avefice.
nue.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardiuau
ASSAYERS.
piauo. in fine condition and almost
new. at a bargain.
For particuCORBET & COLLINS,
lars, call 'at this office.
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
1,
FOR SALE
Thirty
its. new
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors,
addition; south of Moentain Road;
ear saw mills, nice and level; very East aide of ASSAYERS.
Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
cheap; easy terms. N. 1'oach & Co.,
iilSiJ, West Cold aveniuv
A Pleasure to All.
Foil SALE l'iano, horse, buggy and No Pill is as pleasant and oosltlva a
harness, phonograph, sewing maLittle Early Risers. These
chine, furniture
for seven room famous Little Pills are so mild and
house, bed clothes and rugs, cook- effective that children, delicate ladies
ing utensils of all kiuds. Leaving and weak people eujoy their cleansing
and must bo sold at once. Every- effect, while strong people say they
thing cheap. 61S West Fruit
are the best liver Pills sold. Sold bv
all druggists.
s

5u-f- t.

s
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N.PEACH &C0.

WELL KNOWN

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

CAPTAIN AND TRAINER

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

THIRD STREET
iJhr vim

S4

1!

Meat Market

I

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

All Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
The week the near future. Although the play
New York, Oct. 28.
ran
two hundred nights In Vienna,
Factory.
Steam
opened with the appearance of Will- and for
has been played with success in
EMI3 KLEINWORT,
the
In
Wallack's,
at
Favershara
iam
Paris, such a reputation would fiave
Masonic Building, North Third Street
blouse and leggings of a western cow had no bearing on the verdict of New
AND
A. SLEYSTER
0.
puncher. In Edwin Walton Koyles' Yorkers on the play as a whole, were
there lacking a great actress, equal to
INSURANCE.
REAL ESTAT- E"The Squaw Man," his admirers have the
artistic demands of the final scene,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
experienced the Pleasure of seeing a denouement
calculated to tax the
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
their old favorite discard the dress utmost powers of an emotional acAutomatic Telephone, 174.
'L-- v,
v i
',
suit and appear In a role which suits tress.
him much letter than others In which
Edna May Is still drawing crowded
he has played. The scenes of the houses at Italy's In "The Catch of the
Smoke the White Mly Cigar.
drama are laid in Wyoming and Utah, Season," and her stay there has been
where the man with the best ruu prolonged beyond the time originally
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
ringer Is supreme. Tho story begins allotted to it.
She looks younger,
in England, at a happy garrison tea handsomer and more dashing than
113
W. RAllroad Avenue.
I
party, and ends sadly on the muddy ever, and displays finer abilities as
I J
lianks of the Green River, in Utah. an actress than has ever been credited
We are prepared to furnish, on ehort notice, all Borts of
Briefly told, the story of the .play is to her in previous years. It is odd to
PIONEER BAKERY
'
t.iat Capl. James Wynnegate, a young "note the surprise of the American auHIGH PRESSlISjBOlLERS
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
?H
Englishman, who proves to be an diences as they find so much to
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
obliging relative, und takes upon his laugh at in the work of the British
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
shoulders the crime of embezzlement comedians, whose humor they have
We desire patronage and we guarCahall Vater Tube Safety, and Reto save the Earl of Kerhill, the head "been prone to mock In previous years.
antee first class baking.
turn Tubular. Boilers. Send us your
He
Under the skillful guidance of
of the family, from disgrace.
It is getting monotonous for the
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
Specifications for Quotations.
turns up as Jim Carson, the owner of dramatic writers to record week after Captain Tom 'Shevlin and Trainer
a ranch at a water tank station on week that "Dave Warfield in the Johnny Wade, the Yale foot ball .team
CXXZZZT
the Union Pacific railway. Rescued 'Music Master," is turning 'em away gives probably the best promise of
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
from a perilous situation by an In at the Bijou." That Is all they can any eleven on eastern gridirons 'thie
Inseason. As a leader Shevliu is
dian girl, he marries her and becomes say in the way .of news, however.
$25 California $25
1621-163a Siiuaw Man." A little boy is Dorn
9
The enterprise or Proctors is evi- trepid, dashing and keenly alert. He
Seventeenth Street. DENVER, COLORADO q
to them. Eventually news comes of denced by the all star stock com- understands every department of the
Colonist
Second
Raiea
Class
the death of the earl and that the pany at
Avenue, which in- game and possesses the happy faculty
title now belongs to Jim. It seems cludes such stellar lights as Amelia of getting the best possible work out
m
that the widowed countess, an old Bingham and Charles Richmond, and or every member of .the team. Johnuy
Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
flame of Jim's, is willing to become the vaudeville stars, among whom Wade is a trainer par excellent
Yale has made a flattering record
his wife. He puts aside tne tempta number Lillian Russell, Thos. Eea- tion to throw over his Indian wlte, brooke. Emma Cams and Jos Hart,! in early season games and followers of their favorites vi not be humll'
I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
Stopovers allowed In Calibut finally consents to the plan of have made for Mr. Proctor the repu- - of old Nassau are confident the colors iated during the present season.
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
to
taking his Indian hoy to England
fornia. For particulars, call
tatlon of being far ahead of his conhouse; that means you buy diamonds right
assume the title. The climax of the temporaries.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
any agent
on
PARDON
TO
OBJECT
DYNAMITE
KNOW
DIDN'T
play grows out of the Indian mother's
Keith is retaining the excellent repInvestment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds Increas
A RAPIST.
OF
FROZEN.
WAS
arrangeH.
S.
LUTZ.
refusal to consent to the
utation that his theaters have always
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
The people of Graham county, AriJim Rice had an experience last
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent
ment, a consequent uprising and (ba- borne. .Some of the leaders on his week
your prestige. .You are cordially invited to call and Inspect my
exasperated over
zona, are greatly
He
life.
his
nearly
that
ended
Q.
Cal.
Angeles,
P.
A.,
Los
ttle with the Indians and the final bill were held over to meet the debeautiful line of gems at prices jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
was blowing out an old stump, to get the pardon of Walter Trimble, who
suicide of Jim's wife in despair at the mand of audiences the house could some firewood, and his brother was was sentenced to Yuma for life for
wliat I offer at retail.
separation from her child.
not hold the week before.
rape. It was announced from Phoenix
ready
load
helping
They
were
to
him.
The Man You Can Trus
ROSENf IEL0, Tha Pawnbroker.
At the Majestic was also witnessed
the hole when they found their dyna- that the judge and the district attora "first week" in the production of a DEATH OF CARLOS
1189
avenue,
they
to
St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
pardon,
as
ney
Railroad
door
next
the
recommended his
mite was frozen, and had to build a
Established In 1882
spectacular musical comedy of the
GAVALDON AT ROWE. fire to thaw it out.
thought he was not uilty, that the
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
of
them
One
"
Fm
"Wizard of Oz" and "Babes in
&
Carlos Gavaldon, well known in San picked up a bundle of paper to start complaining witness had lied. District
kind. In "Wonderland" the com- Miguel county, died October 24th, at the Are, forgetting that the caps were Attorney Rawlins denies having had Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
bination of Glen Macdonough as
6 a. in., at his home at Rowe, N. M., in that bundle.
The fire no sooner anything to uo with the pardon. The
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
.Victor Herbert as composer, after an i.lness of almost a year. His readied the caps than there was an county papers want the governor to
of
bod en's Granite Flour.
and Julien Mitchell as the master
recomWholesale
and
Dealers
file
papers
on
publish
was due to typhoid pneumonia. explosion, and Jim got the full force
the
&
stage craft, has produced a musical death
a general of it. His clothes were fairly torn olt mending the pardon. It is said that
The
couducted
deceased
staging
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
play in which book, music and
store at Rowe for a number of years him and he was powder burned from Trimble's sister was the moving force
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
have combined to make a melodious and also resided for some time at Pe. the
pardon, and that to make
His
for
his
his
feet.
top
to
of
his
head
sitnumerous
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
and brilliant whole,
He friends among influential people she
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Several dollars are required to et a really good pair of shoes. if
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The triumphant result of over 8() years of endeavor. Is (Hmit'ed to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

I

MUSIC- CO.'
THE ..WfJITSOi'
114 SOUTH SECOND
OTREET.

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and. Fittings,

,

Doors,
Lwmfces I Sash,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Fintlpte
ROOfing.

Steam Pumps,

Belting' Packing, Engines,

Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
03

Mailorders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

4

dt

I

MERCHANTS c
F
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E

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
TH0UGHT8 OF XMAS.
BY
1 THE
RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE THIS
NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
VAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

NOV-EMBE- R

0
0
ANNOUNCEMENT

i"-W-

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

D T A M ONDS
JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mail orders receive special attention..

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

'

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

B.

Vheo
sbt r:?ht are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We InvlU
you to cr.il and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES.

I.e-lan- d

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

J. POST

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KSAL.K

&

OO.

UKTAILi

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

i

QUICK

HOT ULAST HEATEKS.
OUtCK

We offer for ten days only any vSuit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. $tudy the window and comp
p
pare values.
P
122

outH Second Street

QUICK

MtAi

0UICK

Mlftt

(WICK

Nlftk

I

i

VWCN

Xjl

E. L. WAvSfiBURN CO.

West Gold Avenue

MIM.

UUICK MEAL.

and

119

MEAL RANGES.,

No. 215
0

r a x l ijr

mac

T

'I

T

Agents for
Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT S Machinist Tools a specialty.

bUKK MEAL

Weat Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

